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INTRODUCTION

The purpose ol this training manual is to provide the high school and college coach with a complete

guide of the necessary fundamentals of offensive line play. A specific offensive system is not discussed

here. The techniques and fundamentals in this text can be used no matter what type of offense is run.

The material begins with how a coach may select players for the offensive line and continues with the

basics of offensive line play, namely the stance and start. A section on teaching and drill philosophy has

been included to give the coach food for thought. The manuscript progresses to the various blocks. Both

individual and combination techniques have been included. Ttris manual also includes Jcomplete pass

blocking section as well as a section on pulling.

This manual has been illustrated with both pictures and diagrams depicting correct as well as incorrect

technique. As the saying goes, "a piclure is worth a thousand words." The idea for this manual comes

from the desire to create the type of resource I would have liked to have had when I was first assigned to

coach the offensive line. I sincerely hope that a young coach who must coach the offensive line will find

this guide helpful. I would also hope that a more expeiienced coach might find some useful information.
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blocks that make the offense go.

A lineman seldom finds his name in headlines. I know for I was one myself. The band seldom plays

for him, but when he does his job he knows it. Blocking is the key to winning offensive football.

Offensive linemen seldom get the credit due them, but their personal satisfaction lies in knowing that

they are part of the successful whole' (Flynn, 1973,p' 6)

We will now focus our attention on the attributes a good offensive lineman must possess both physi-

cally and mentally. As it was pointed out earlier, offensive line play is more given to technique than is

the defensive line play. Of course, an offensive lineman must meet the minimum requirements of size

and strength, but there are many other factors to consider'

probably the most important physical characteristic for an offensive lineman is quickness. Quickness

off the ball is without a doubt the most important factor in controlling the line of scrimmage' A good

offensive lineman may not be the fasfest player in the 40-yard dash, but a]l good offensive linemen are

quick in their movement for the first 5 or 10 yards'

Offensive linemen who do not totally understand the offense they are running or the defense they are

facing often will appear to lack good quickness when in reality they are slowed by indecision, not physi-

cal limitation. More often than not, intelligence and quickness go hand in hand. Both players and

coaches must realize this.

Explosiveness is another characteristic to look for. Does the player lean into the block o.r does he

deliver a shalp blow on contact? There are some players who instinctively know how to use their legs,

arms, and hips to get maximum force. These players'will make the best offensive linemen'

Strength is another important factor in playing the line. In the running game he must be strong

enough to move a defender of equal sizeby brute force. In the passing game, the offensive lineman must

possess the strength necessary to stop the rusher's charge at the line of scrimmage and maintain that

position.

Any good football player must have balance and the offensive lineman is no exception. Balance is very



simply having the ability to control one's center of gravity. In the running game, the blocker must have

enough balance and control to execute the different individual and combination blocking techniques he

must perform, as well as have the ability to stay on the block when the defender is trying to escape. As a

pass blocker, he must be able to slide and mirror the defender, maintaining the proper position on his

oPPonent despite being pulled, grabbed, and pushed in all different directions.

These are the basic physical characteristics an offensive lineman must possess. It must be stressed that

all of these physical factors can and must be worked on and improved. We will discuss the development

of skill and technique in detail later on.

Let us now focus our attention on the mental and emotional characteristics that are essential in a good

offensive lineman. We have already discussed intelligence, but there are other factors as well.

Probably one of the most important qualities a lineman can have is unselfishness. C)ffensive linemen

must be willing to work hard for little or no recognition outside of whatihey receive from their coaches

and teammates. They must realizc, however, that without them, there is no glory for the backs and

receivers. "Iplay gaard," said Howard Mudd, formerly of the San Franciro Agers, "because I love

playing football. Ifls true that you don't get much recognition, but your teammates usually know and

appreciate the job you do. And peer group recognition is more important to me than popular acclaim"

(Townsend, '1,973,p. 57). According to former Cleveland Brown and Cincinnati Bengal Coach paul

Brown, 'To be an outstanding offensive lineman, a man must be a self-starter. He must be able to moti-

vate himself and he must take pride in his performance. He can't be a man who needs glo{'
(Townsend, 1973, p. 68).

A lineman must also be disciplined. He must have the discipline to start on the count, to know his

assignments, and to not commit penalties. An offensive lineman must also have the discipline to con-

tinue to do the best he can, even if the results are not immediate. He must realize that only with self-

discipline, hard work, and experience will the techniques that he must learn be mastered.

Because of the obscurity of his position, an offensive lineman must have a great deal of inner confi-
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dence.U」 ike a quarterback or runningback′ there are few if any statisics to reinforce his perforrnance

or self― esteem. He FnuSt believe he is a good Performer′ capable Of blocking any oppOnent he rnay face.

Without this confidence′ an offensive lineman ⅥH be thinking about being defeated and notfocusing on

what he rnust do on every play. Confidenceis something that must be developed and thisis an area in

which a coach rnust play a cHtical role. By constant repetition and PositiVe reinforcement′ a lineman will

become c6nfidentin his own and the team′ s ability. With this confidence in PlaCe′ success will soon

follow.                                               ヽ

Toughness and aggressiveness are the lasttwo factors that should be presentin a good offensive

lineman. A lineman must be physically tough. He rnust be able to stand up under the constant physical

punishment he receives on every play. According to Ron Mix′ fo...ler offensive tackle Ⅵnth the Oakland

Raiders′
″
On every play′ I don′ t care whatitis′ even ifirs in a cOntrolled scrirrunage′ thё tackle rnakes

contact. It′s pound′ pound′ pound′ and nobody knows except you′ the guy you are pounding′ and

maybe the coach″ (Townsend′ 1973′ p.66).

‐
 The offensive lineman FnuSt be willing to play with a little paino C)ffensive timing depends on the

c∞ rdinated efforts ofthe five rnen up front.These rnen are used to working together and know exactly

whatto expect'om one another. Ifthere is one rnember Who is constantly lea宙 ng the game with little

iniuries′ the offense′ s timing will be disrupted.

Aggressivenessis someding that a footban playeris born wiぬ . Itis very hard tO coach an athlete to

be aggressive. A certain amount of aggressivenessis necessary in a good offensive lineman. When the

other factors such as Size′ quickness′ and strength are equal′ itis the rnental edge that deterrunes which

Player will dominate the other.The rnore aggressive player Ⅵnll wear down his opponent Ⅵ鳳h relentless

physical play.Itis his ielendess effort of the offens市 e line that separates greatteams frOm good ones.

One of the greatest offensive linemen of an tilne was Bob Brown′ who played fOr the Philadelphia

Eagles and the Los Angeles Rams from the rnid 60sto the early 70s. IIis philosophy of offensive line play

should give the reader some insight as to the psychological make― up 6f a superiOr Offensive lineman.
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Instead of being a shock absorber, I'm the one who is transmifting the shock. I unload on them. I like

to compare my style to a sledge hammer. It's not fancy, but it works. I doh't try to hit the shoulder

pads or anything else that's padded. I like to go after the soft spots underneath the pads. I like to hit

spots that are tender, that I know are sensitive and consequently transmit a considerable amount of

pain. I tNnk the universal quotient for this particular occupation is pain. And regardless of whom

I'm playing against, if I apply enough pain, I can break the guy down. This is how I approach the

game-applying pain constantly. When I think I've got a guy in trouble,I apply pain in the area ,

where I think I'm hurting him the most. I iust keep gnawing away at that spot because I know eventu-

ally I'm going to wear him down and he's going to slow down. (Stainback, '1970, p.83)

The personal pride and satisfaction of being an offensive lineman are perhaps summed up by Ron Mix

in this way:

Playing in the line is a very personal matter. It is intimate. You are working in close quarters with

teammates and against opponents. There is a great deal of mutual respect. And in how many jobs do

youfind that? Another thing is the personal satisfaction. The satisfaction is real because it is unclut-

tered and immediate. You either did your job on that block or you didnrt. You were either beaten or

you won. Football is one of the few jobs where the rewardq the satisfactions, the results are clear cut

and immediate. And boy, you can feel them. When was the last time you saw a bunch of salesmen or

lawyers or butchers jumping up and down and hugging each other and damn near crying with joy

over a sale or winning a case or carving a side of beef? (Townsend, 7973,p.69)

The purpose of this chapter has been to examine the physical, mental, and emotional characteristics

necessry to play offensive line. Though football is a complex game of strategy and tactics, it is still

played by men. Plaiers are not simply Xs and Os on a blackboard. In this chapter, the author has tried to

give the reader some insight into offensive line play by exploring the thoughts and emotions of the men

who play the game.



PERSONNEL SELECTION

Once the coach has selected the athletes with the proper physical, mental, and emotional characteris-

tics necessary to play offensive line, he must put them at the right position. In general, offensive line play

is the same for every position. More specifically, there are a wide range of differences in technique at

every position. Considering these differences, it is extremely important that the proper athlete is at the

proper position so he can achieve his maimum potential.

The Center

The modern center must be a much better atNete than his predecessors. The most popular modern

defense is the 5-2 or a variation of it, which puts one oi its fastest and many times best hthletes, the nose

guard, right over the center. The center is primarily responsible for this man on both run and pass plays.

This assignment is made more difficult because his first responsibility is to snap the ball back to the

quarterback. This means his first movement does nothing to help him handle the nose guard. Either one

or both of his arms are moving backward as he moves forward on the run or sets for the pass. Even when

facing an even defense, where the center does not have a defensive lineman aligned on him, the center

still has the difficult tisk of blocking the middle linebacker, who is usually the best athlete in an even

defense.

When considering these factors, the coach should give a great deal of thought to the selection of a

center. In the past, many coaches would put their largest, slowest player at center. Linemen who could

not fit in elsewhere were hidden at center. Odd defenses, where the center has a nose guard aligned

across from him, were virtually non-existent. The center was the only man on the offensive line who was

not engaged in violent physical confrontation on almost every play. Even when assigned to block the

middle linebacker, his task was not as physically demanding, as linebackers are usually more intent on

aooiding contact than in charging into an offensive blocker. If an inferior athlete were put at center against

presentday defenses, the offense would have a difficult tirhe running an offensive play because the nose

guard would be in the bacKield with the snap of the ball.

7
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Quickness is perhaps the most important factor in choosing a center. He must be quick enough to

snap the ball and at the same time execute his block on the nose guard or linebacker. The center must

possess extremely quick feet, because a long first step will cause the nose guard to beat him on the play.

Intelligence and discipline are also important at this position. The center must be able to recognize

defenses and make calls and adjushnents at the line of scrimmage. He is also responsible for setting and

organizing the huddle. Often, the coach will find the center to be one of his best leaders.

The Guard 
" .

The offensive guard must be a versatile football player. The guard must be able to perform a larger

variety of skills than anyone else on the offensive line. He must have the strength to block straight ahead

on the run against a down lineman who is usually bigger and quicker than he is. At the same time, he

must have the quickness to block the linebacker in an odd defense. He must pass protect. Speed is more

important for a guard because he must pull to lead on outside plays and he must trap block defensive

linemen. Most of the defensive recognition and block adjustments are handled by the center and tackles,

so the guard has a limited amount of thinking to do once he reaches the line.

The Tackle

The offensive tackle is usually the largest offensive lineman. He is almost always taller than the guard,

which is of extreme importance when protecting the passer. The taller he is and the longer his arms are,

the more difficult it becomes for the defensive player to use his hands to pull him off balance to get by

him. The tackle must be a superior run blocker. He must be able to hold his blocks in the run game for a

.longer period of time than the guard or center when the play is designed to go outside him, because the

running back has to travel a greater distance to reach the tackle area than the center or guard area.

The tackle must also be an outstanding pass blocker because he will have to carry out his assignment

alone with little or no help from the center or guard in most sihrations. Of the two tackles, the quicker,

better pass blocker must be positioned on the quarterback's "blind" side. For a right-handed quarterback,

the left tackle must be a better pass blocker. The reason for this is when the right-handed quarterback
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takes his pass drop, his back is turned toward the left side of the line. If the left tackle is not'a good pass

blocker, the quarterback will have little chance of evading a blind side tackle by the defender who has

beaten the left tackle.

The tackle is usually the slowest offensive lineman. He will spend the majority of his time working in

a S-yard square, and all-out speed is not as important as quickness.

Many offenses use the tackle to call the blocking adjustments at the line of scrimmage so he must be

intelligent and have the ability to recognize different defenses.

Once the coach has selected his offensive linemen and placed them at the proper positions, he must

teach them the proper techniques necessary to carry out their assignments. With the possible exception

of quarterback, offensive line is the most difficult position to learn. At each the high school, college and

professional levels, you will rarely find a freshman or rookie starting on the offensive line. To become an'

outstanding offensive lineman requires long, hard hours of preparation both on and off the field.



DRILL PHILOSOPHY

In addition to providing a complete guide of fundamentals for the coach, the purpose of this manual is

to provide the coach with a variety of coaching points as well as key phrases helpful in facilitating

Ieaming. Throughout the manual, key phrases will be highlighted with quotation marks. These key

phrases should help to convey the concept being taught to the player, providing him with a "mental

picture" of the skill. The coaching points are intended to emphasize certain elements of the skills being

taught. The most corunon errors that occur in the perforrrnnce of the offensive line techniques and how

to correct them have also been included.

Before we move on to discuss the fundamentals, techniques, and drills involved in coaching the

offensive line, the author would like to provide the reader with some thoughts on effective coaching and

teaching. The coach should strive to create an environment in which players not only succeed, but want

to learn and have fun doing it. Even though football is physically and mentally demanding, it is, after all,

a game. It should be challenging but it should also be fun.

Each drill is designed to teach one skill or technique that will help a player improve, regardless of the

particular offense used by his team. Drills must teach and develop the basic skills every player needs to

be successful at his position, helping to build a solid foundation of fundamen*.als.

It is important for the coach to vary the drills daily, to constantly challenge his players without subject-

ing them to endless repetition. Boredom is one of the greatest enemies of learning, especially in football.

Practice time must be interesting and focused, not disorganized. For example; while the offensive

linemen must practice blocking every day, the actual blocking drill should vary somewhat with each

practice. A series of short, crisp, and well-defined drills that concentrate on only one skill at a time will

keep the players'attention and help eliminate long, tedious practice sessions.

Certain elements are crucial to each skill, and it is the responsibility of the coach to make certain that

he positions himself properly to oversee his players form and technique. Players must never be allowed

to simply "go through the motions." The old adage "Practice doesn't make perfect, perfect practice

10
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makes perfect" rings true and no coach should ever pass up an opportunity to improve a player's perfor-

mance. There is no detail too small to be overlooked in the pursuit of excellence.

If there are certain skills the coach wants his players to have, he must not just talk about them, he must

have his players practice them. The coach must let his players know what he wants and then teach them

how to do what he wants. He must never take anything for granted.

It is better to run most drills with only offensive players. Having offensive linemen assume the roles of

defensive players in practice serves two purposes: First, the coach can works as long as necessary with

his unit without wasting the practice time of another group. Second, a player's ability to perform his

. techniques is greatly enhanced when he understanils the techniques of the defenders he will be facing.

For example, an offensive lineman wilt be a better pass blocker if he has had the experience of being a

pass rusher in practice. A coach who thinks he is helping his starters by giving them a rest and not

subjecting them to plalng the roles of their opponents is actually depriving them of a valuable learning

opportunity. This method is especially helpful in early season practices.

Eventually, the real defensive players will be added to most drills. This can have bbth a positive and

negative effect. The positive effect is that the offensive linemen will get a chance to work against defend-

ers who are skilled at their positions, which better simulates game conditions. On the negative side, a

high degree of competition ruy enter the drills, making them more combative than instructional.

Most drills should begin at a relatively slow pace. This is hue especially when contact is involved.

The coach must make certain that all players are using correct technique and have overcome their natural

fear of contact before increasing the speed of the drill. The reader will notice that the preliminary run and

pass blocking progressions, which will be discussed later, begin with the blockers in a "fit " position. The

"fi(' position is used to show each player the ideal block and what it feels like. From the fit, the drill

progresses to one and two step contact and finishes with a "full go."

It is important to run most drills to the right and to the left. The coach wants his players to be "ambi-

dextrous," so to speak. Regardless of the drill, players should never be allowed to practice bad habits or
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incorrect techniques. This will only reinforce the unwanted behavior. Poor technique must i poir,t"a

out immediately, corrected, and practiced the right way. It may be beneficial to break down the tech-

nique into small segments to analyze what is being done wrong. The coach should correct mistakes and

provide encouragement rather than berating a player who is having a difficult time with a specific phase

of the game. Yelling at a player will only cause him to lose confidence in himself. Negative coaching will

have negative results. A player must be told what to do instead of what not to do.

The best way to stop or end most drills is by blowing awhistle. This conditions players to respond to

the sound that stops play in a game. Conversely, all drills should begin with the cadence used by the

particular team.

One final note: Do not neglect physical conditioning. Drills that have a conditioning side effect, such

as sled work, should be included in the daily routine. Football is a demanding sport that requires

strength and endurance. Offensive linemen need to be in top physical condition to perform their tech-

niques and avoid injury. The coach should make certain that his linemen work on flexibility and aerobic

capacity, and not just strength or bulk building exercises as they often tend to do.



DRIVE BLOCKING

Blocking involves the proper use of leverage, body alignment, and energy. The proper use of leverage

begins with striking an initial blow and channeling all of the force up and through the defender at a 45-

degree angle. The 45-degree angle along which the force is applied is known as the line of force (Mallory,

1.987 , p.73). The blocker must strike at a point low enough to create a lifting force on the defender and

close enough to neutralize his charge. He must separate the defender's upper body strength from the

power of his hips and legs. The blocker must continue to apply force at a 45degree angle to get the

defender bapk on his heels so he is unable to make a counter move. Driving the defender from a low

plane to a high plane is called a steady high pressure control (Mallory, 1.987, p.73). The blocker must be

taught to concentrate on "hitting up and through the defender."

The proper alignment of the body within the 45-degree angle of attack or desired line of force is

essential. The head, fists, forearms, back, hips, legs, and feet must all be aligned for maximum force. The

head provides direction, and the body will follow the head. The fists and forearms provide the blocking

surface. The back serves as a ramrod which links the lower body to the upper body. The hips and legs

are the basic power source; they create the force. The feet create and maintain movement.

There are two forms of energ'y, the first being potential energy, which is defined as energy at rest. For

our PurPoses, the potential energy of a blocker is when he is in his stance. A good stance with all of the

body parts correctly aligned is essential, otherwise the blocker cannot fire out properly and apply maxi-

mum force. The second form of energy is kinetic energy, which is defined as energy in motion. Kinetic

energy as it applies to the drive block begins with the lineman's start and continues through the contact

phase and the follow through of the block.

Before we move on, it is important to discuss the basic football position as it relates to the application

of force in the drive block. Every skill that a football player performs will start either from this position

or he will move through it at some point. The feet are shoulder width apart and pointing straight ahead

with the weight on the balls of the feet. The heels are slightly off the ground. The knees bend until the

13
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thighs are parallel to the ground. The butt is down and the back is arched and not hunched forward. The

shoulders should be square over the knees. The arms hang straight down by his side. This basic position

is involved in blocking and pass protection(Photo A).

The theory of the football or "hittingl'position is to create power-producing angles that will allow the

player to apply force effectively in the execution of his skills. Power-producing angles are created in the

ankle, knee, and hip joints. If the player's knees are bent, he will have the opportunity to produce and

exert power. If the knees are not bent, the player will have no power. A player who cannot bend his

knees will have a difficult time playing football.

Photo A

lnitiat Adaantages

Initially, a blocker has four advantages over the defender. They are as follows:

1. Knowledge of the snap count

2. The direction of the ball

3. The proper use of leverage

4. The proper alignment

We will now discuss these initial advantages in further detail.
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The Snap Count

It is important to remember that the offensiv'e blocker knows the snap count while the defense must

react to the movement of the offense. By concentraling on the snap count and exploding on the count, the

blbcker can greatly enhance the speed with which he gets to the defender. The faster the blocker can get

to the contact poin! the better off he will be. The players must be sold on the fact that the faster they can

get theie, the less time the defender will have to react and develop block protection. It is possible and

should be expected that the blocker should be able to make contact before the defender has taken more

than one step. To sum up, the quicker the blocker can get into the defender and get his hands inside

before the defender can develop block protection, the less the blow the defender can generate and the

easier it will be to control the defender.

Where the Play is Going

In addition to knowing the snap count, the offensive blocker knows where the play is going, while the

defense must react and find the football.

Proper Use of Leaerage

When discussing the proper use of leverage, it is important to have a clear understanding of aiming

points or targets. Every play has an aiming point, and knowing where the ball is coming from and where

the ball is going will determine the aiming point. In general, there are two basic aiming points that a

blocker should understand. When assigned to block a defensive lineman, the aiming point is underneath

the chin (Photo A). In blocking a linebacker, the aiming point is the bottom of the numbers (Photo B).

There are, of couise, variations based on where the play is going, for instance: inside number, outside

number, near hip, far hip, etc.

By concentrating on and striking the appropriate aiming point, the blocker will be in a position to

aPPly the proper use of leverage because if he shikes the aiming point, he will automatically be lower

than his opponent. On the snap of the football, every defensive lineman will rise up with the movement

of the offensive line. As the defensive lineman rises in preparation to meet the charge of the blocker, the
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offensive man will now see the defende/s numbers. By aiming at the defendels chin, the blocker will

wind up striking the defender as he rises. Teach the blocker to "sight through the chin to the numbers"

(Goode, 1978, p.50).

By exploding into the aiming point on the snap count, the blocker will ideally make contact with the

defender as.he is rising up to start his charge. The quicker the blocker can make contact with the de-

fender, the less time the defender will have to react. The initial lunge must be forward and as parallel to

the ground as possible. If the blocker is too high, the defender will destroy the blocker's power line with

a blow underneath the shoulder pads.

Proper Alignmmt

In a discussion of proper alignment, it is important to explore the various theories on determining line

splits. Splits are taken to keep the defensive team continually at a disadvantage. Good fudgment must be

exercised by each offensive lineman when determining the amount of split that he will take. He must

make sure that the split he takes does not deprive him of his advantage. The initiative must be with the

blocker.

There are two reasons for taking splits. One is to get a better blocking angle, the other is to spread the

defense. Typically, teams that rely a lot on cross blocking, fold blocking, and trapping will vary their
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sPlits to create blocking angles. Option teams, on the other hand, take splits for the sole purpose of

spreading the defense. If the defense does not spread with the offense, blocking angles will result. For

example, let us consider the guards' split versus an even defense. Diagram A shows the defensive tackles'

alignment when the offensive guards take a normal split and Diagram B illustrates the results when a

maximum split is take by the guards. It is obvious that there is more distance between the defensemen

when the guards are split versus when they are tight.

▽
〇

Diagrarn A 1

|

Diagrnm B I

Distance berween defensive tackles is greater when offensive splits are widened. If the defenders do

not widen with the offensive man, blocking angles will result. If the play is run to the right, the right

guard has an easy blocking angle on the defender as shown in Diagram C.

J ab
Diagran C

OA ▽
〇

▽
〇
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In order to use splits more effectively, it is important for the offense'to understand how the defense

thinks. In establisNng defensive spacing, one of two methods must be used. The coach will tell his

defensive linemen to:

1. Line up opposite a certain part of the offensive lineman, for instance, head on his nose, inside eye

to outside eye, inside foot to outside foot, etc.

2. Keep a certain distance between themselves and their teammates on each side. Regardless of the

offensive splits the defenders will maintain their established distance from each other.

The blocker must be aware of these ideas and determine which of the two methods mentioned is being

used by the defense. If the defense is using method 1 (lining up on a certain portion of the offensive

lineman), it is apparent that the offense will be able to spread the defense considerably. If method 2 is

being used (defenders keep a certain distance between themselves, regardless of the line splits), the

offensive line can get blocking angles very easily by varying the split. Therefore, the offensive lineman

should split properly and constantly take advantage of the defense, regardless of how the defender has

been coached.

It is the author's opinion that only the center should take the same alignment every time. The other

linemen must have almost complete freedom in the alignment they assume, within certain guidelines of

course. An offensive lineman who is determined and intelligent enough to experiment properly with the

split can learn the reaction of the defender and the various positions he takes. By applying the knowl-

edge gained, he will be able to place his opponent at a disadvantage and block him.

Guidelines for Offensiae Line Splits

To aid in adiusting splits properly, the following guidelines are offered:

. 1. Never split to a distance where a defender can beat the blocker through the inside gap.

2.Takeanyspacingthatwillaidincarryingouthisassignment.

3. If the defender is inside of the blocker's position, move in.

4.IfthedefenderisheaduPorover,adjusttohelptheblockingassignment.
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" 5. If the defender is outside of the blocker's position, move out.

5. With no defender in his immediate area, the blocker may adjust to aid his assignment.

t
7. If the play is called inside or over the blocker, get maximum splits if possible.

8. If the play is called outside of the blocker, take minimum splits.

9.. When a blocker must execute a scoop block with an adjacent lineman, he should reduce his split.

. 10. If the play is called away from him, experiment with splitting.
I
t

11. If a pass is called, take normal splits.

I
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: STANCE

The most important factor in offensive football is the charge of the offensive line. The team that

controls the vitalS-yard area on either side of the line of scrimmage uslaily wins the football game. The

line charge depends on a good stance, which is fundamental to all good blocking movement. A great

block begins with a great stance (Pofl 1981). Blocking depends on quickness, visibility, balance, and

power. The offensive lineman must work to develop a stance that will permit maximum quickness,

1007o visibility, perfect balance, and tremendous power.

Consistenry is crucial to a good stance. It does not have to look the same as the.man's next to him

(length of legs in relation to torso, height, weight, and length of arms all affect each man differently), but

it must be the same every time. The offensive guards, who must perform a greater variety of skills,

especially need to develop a stance from which they can perform all assignments effectively without

having to make adjustments, which may be picked up by the defense.

' The stance begins with the placement of the feet. The feet should be spread at least as wide as the

armpits, but never wider than the shoulders. The lineman should adjust the width of his stance until he

has the ability to move in any direction. The feet should be perpendicular to the line of scrimmage, or

with the toes pointed slightly inward.. Having the toes pointed slightly inward helps keep the power

locked in the hips. A corrunon mistake with young linemen is to have the toes pointing outward, which

decreases the ability to execute an explosive start. For maximum explosiveness, all of the body parts

must be pointing in the same direction, thus creating a "power line." The coach can tell a "duck-footed"

player to rotate his heels outward, which will bring his feet into proper alignment. Slightly

overexaggerating this point to the player will help him keep his feet at least perpendicular to the line of

scrimmage.

There should be some space und.er the heels with the weight up on the balls of the feet. The heels

should never be more than 2 inches off the ground, as this Puts too much weight forward, making it

difficult for the lineman to putl or to set up for pass protection. Conversely, if the heels are flat on the
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ground, too much weight is back, which makes explosion off the line difficult. With the heels raised

between 1, to 1,1,/2 inches off the ground, the player can "grab as much ground as possible," yet still be

effective moving in any direction.

When determining the amount of stagger between the feet, once again it is important to consider the

player's ability to move in any direction from the stance. A parallel stance is ideal as it allows the flexibil-

ity to move easily in any direction. However, a parallel stance is not practical for all linemen. The coach

must allow for individual physical differences between players. When assuming a stance, which ever ]
hand is the down hand, the foot on the same side becomes the stagger or "back foot." The toe of the "back

foot" is even with the instep of the "up foot," or at most, even with the heel. A stagger of more than a

heel-toe relationship is discouraged.

A detail in the stance that is often overlooked is the position of the ankle. Once the width and stagger

of the feet has been established, the ankles should be locked and stay locked. Many linemen have "loose

ankles" in which the ankle seems locked but, when one pushes off, the ankles bend first then lock again to

push. This seems like a minor point but, if the ankles are not locked, the lineman is slower off the ball.

Granted, this is only a fraction of a second, but football is a game of inches and seconds, and no detail is

too small. When the ankle is locked, no power is lost and the power from pushing off the foot goes

straight up the leg. Once the feet have been positioned, the stagger established, and the ankles are locked,

the feet should remain planted until the ball is snapped.

The knees stay in and over the ankle and are in line with the feet and hips to allow for mafmum

power from the legs. Power-producing angles are created by the bend in the ankle and knee, therefore,

we want a "Z dt the kriee."

The down hand is dropped slightly inside the corresponding shoulder directly below the correspond-

ing eye, and the weight should be slightly forward. The fingers form a five-point bridge' The player

should try to get as much height as possible out of the stance by putting the fingertips and not the.knuck-

les on the ground. visibility is enhanced by getting extra height from the stance, in addition to providing

レ
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a more flexible surface from which to push off when pulling or setting to pass protect.

The positioning of the off hand,like that of the ankle, is sometimes overlooked. Often times, players

will drape their forearm across the thigh or rest it on the knee, forming a slight fist with the hand. The

most efficient position is to have the forearm lightly squeezing the thigh with the hand gently grasping

the back of the calf or cupped along side the knee in a position where it can come straight out at take off.

A front and side view of the stance are pictured below.

The shoulders should be parallel to the ground and to the line of scrimmage. A common fault in the

positioning of the shoulders is that a Iineman will sometimes have the shoulder of the down hand closer

to the ground than that of the off hand (Photo A). A simple coaching point is to have the player drop the

off hand to the ground as if to assume a four-point stance (Photo B). The shoulders will now be square.

Next, have the player pick up the down hand and, without moving the shoulders, place it in position

alongside the thigh (Photo C). It should be noted that this should only be done in practice, as placing the

down hand on the grciund and picking it up in a game could result in a penalty.

PhOtb BI
PhOto A

Photo C
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The back should be parallel to the ground or slightly sloped forward with the tail higher than the head

and shoulders. The back must be flat - if there is a bow in the back or if the player is 'humpbacked"

some power may be lost outside the body line.

The head is cocked back slightly, with little or no shain in the neck, in position to create a good bull

neck. A good coaching point is to tell the player to imagine that his head is "cast in cement," anticipating

contact. While the head is up so he can see, the player should not raise his head up so far that it causes

his tail to drop. Rather, he should be told to think of "looking through your eyebrows."

A common error that the coach should watch for is the lineman who drops his head at the start. Not

only is this wasted motion, but it causes him to lose sight of the defender momentarily. Although this

may seem picky, it is the small details that win close games. Once again, tell the player to imagine his

head is "cast in cement."

The reason for the body position of the lineman in his stance is to help make his body like a projectile

to be fired from a gun. The force at the start begins at the feet and continues up through the body,

terminating with the fists or shoulder. Incorrect body position causes a portion of the power to end up

going in directions that do not aid the block. A good stance and start will eliminate wasted motion and

the resulting loss of power.

The main power source comes from the quadricep muscles of the legs. The contraction supplies the

power needed to drive the lineman out of his stance and into the block. The actual power line starts at

the balls of the feet and continues in a straight line through the trunk.

Start

In moving from a stationary stance to the contact position, the movement must be a rapid coordinated

effort of the arms,legs, and body. As stated previously, the line charge is perhaps the most important

aspect of offensive football. A good line charge requires concentration on the snaP count followed by an

explosive effort off the line of scrimmage together'
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weight Shift

Befor<j discussing the mechanics of the start in detail, it is important to explain the importance of the

weight shift in the stance. A slight shifting of the weight from one foot to another is permitted to facilitate

a quick start in a particular direction. However, this slight weight sNft should not be detectable by a

defender. Players should be taught to think in terms of "mentally shifting their weight" in the stance.

The following is based on a right-handed stance:

1. When going straight ahead and using a left lead, the weight should'be on the down hand and

back foot (right). Push off with the fingers of the down hand and back foot.

2. When going straight ahead and using a right lead, the weight should be on the down hand and

the up foot (left). Put little or no weight on the right foot. Push off with the fingers of the down hand and

the left foot.

3. When moving to the left, the weight should be on the opposite foot (right) and the down hand.

Put little or no weight on the up foot (lef0. Push off with the down hand and the back foot.

4. When moving to the right, the weight should be on the opposite foot, in this case the left, and

the fingers of the down hand. Put Iittle or no weight on the right foot. Push off with the fingers of the

down hand and the up foot.

A good coaching point is to instruct the players to "lighten the lead foot." Again, it should be empha-

sized that the lineman should "mentally shift" the weight and that this slight weight shift should not be

detectable by a defender.

The lineman is now poised in his stance ready to explode on the snaP count. To insure a faster start,

the linemen should listen for the sound preceding the snap count and be prepared to explode on the next

sound. The linemen must move on the snap count regardless of their assignment'

The offensive linemen have. the initial advantage of knowing the snap count and the direction of the

play. They must take full advantage of this by coming off the ball together as a unit and not separately

like the keys of a typewriter. A good line surge must attempt to move the line of xrimmage back across
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the neutral zone to the defenders' side of the ball. The offensive line must strive to meet the defenders on

their side of the line of scrimmage. The line should be taught to tNnk of getting their heels across the

defensioe line of rrimrnage.

The start could best be described as the approach path from the stance to the contact position. To

initiate a block, the lineman must get his head and shoulders moving as rapidly as possible. To accom-

plish this, he must move his feet. Like a sprinter coming out of the blocks, the lineman is trying to create

a force with most of the starting power coming from the uncoiling hips. The first movement must be

forward and not up, and the player must "hit out" with the snap count. AII actions of the lineman's body

must be in the direction in which he is going.

A general rule of movement is to step with the back foot when charging straight ahead and to step

with the near foot when moving to the right or left. A helpful coaching point when teaching the first step

is to instruct the player to "pick up the foot and point it at the defender." If the defender is shaded to the

left, "pick and point'' with the left foot. With the defender shaded to the right, "pick and poin(' with the

right foot. When the defender is in a head up alignment, the lineman may step with either foot, however,

as it was pointed out earlier, it is preferable to step with the staggered or back foot.

The first step should be a short balance step. A short step prevents overstriding, which is a common

problem, and enables the player to be in a better balanced position to make a directional change. The first

step should be quick, pick up the foot and put it down as quickly as possible, don't let it hang in the air.

Keep in mind that the first step must gain ground, so it does no good to pick up the foot and put it down

in the same spot. The first step should be no farther forward than the imaginary spot where the down

hand was placed while in the stance. By using this landmark, the lineman will maintain a good base and

not over or understride. It is important to emphasize that the first step should gain ground and should

neveibe a position step at 90 degrees. A good defender who "reads the hafl' well will destroy the

blocke/s efforts before he takes his second step'

A len$h of pipe can be used to teach linemen how to take the proper first step' Align the players
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along the pipe, with their toes touching the pipe. On command, players execute the first step and hold

the coach can check their technique. Also note how the knees of the drive leg are pointed toward the

ground (Photos A and B). The pipe can also be used in teaching a reach step (Photos C and D).

Phtto Photo B

Photo CI Photo D

The knee of the drive leg must be driven towards the ground simultaneously with the first forward

thrust of the explosive charge and it should roll over the toe of the up fobt' The knee of the up foot

should point towards the ground. The "roll-off" side knee supplies the Power while the lead foot is in the

air. The player must concentrate on driving the knees low to the ground to maintain the power-produc-
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ing angles. The knees should precede the ankles and only the balls of the feet should contact the ground,

not the heels. The driving action will bring the player out and not up and help keep the body parallel to

the ground (Photo A).

Photo A

The arm action pumps like that of a sprinter coming out of the blocks with the initial steps. The down

hand moves at the same time as the Ieait foot with the elbow pointing straight up in the air. At the same

time, the off arm is ripped rapidly forward with thelist pointing at the sky. It is easier to rip the off arm

forward if the off hand grasps the calf in the stance. Pumping the arms is essential to getting mafmum

explosion off the ball. As a coaching point, teach the player to "shoot the hands hard off the ground" and

start them lifting.

To keep the shoulder pad level down and to prevent the lineman from rising uP too soon, stress

bringing the down arm straight back dragging the down hand along the ground as if to snap a Punt

during the start, and do not pick it up. The shoulder level will stay lower longer and allows one to strike

a much lower target. A simple drill is to have players grasp dirt or grass and throw it behind them

during the start.

After the first step, get the other foot on the ground immediately to be balanced and squared up with

the defender. The second step should be in line with the blocking angle and is also an adjustment step

where the lineman adjusts to any slant or angle by the defender. contact should be made on or about the
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second step and the original trail leg should now be up under the shoulder. '

In summary for a right foot lead:

.1. Mentally shift all the weight to the ball of the left foot (power foot) and at the same time,

"lighten" the lead foot.

2. While exploding off the left foot, drive tlie left knee towards the ground and lead with the right

foot.

3. The lead foot becomes the power foot once it contacts the ground.

4. The power foot should replace the down hand.

5. The ball of the foot should contact the ground, not the heel.

6. The knee must precede the ankle and be driven low to maintain proper power-producing

angles.

7. The toes should point straight downfield.

8. Step to get knee to knee with the defender gaining ground upfield.

9. The numbers should be over the knees, "drive the knees to the chest."

10. The weight of the shoulders should be over the ball of the power foot.

11. The head is cast in cement, the eyes are on the target.

12. After the first step, get the other foot on the ground immediately to be balanced and squared up

to the defender.

13. Use short driving steps, maintain a wide base, and don't leave the legs behind.

In conclusion, it is not enough to tell players to line up and come off the ball hard. Spend the time to

teach them how to line up and come off the ball'

Cmter Stance Quarterback Exchange

The center-quarterback exchange, or the snap, is the starting point for every offensive play' run or

pass. it is a skill that is taken for granted when there is no obvious execution problem' A focus usually

results onry when there is a bad snap or a series of failures. The snap must be a fail-safe technique. The
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t
exchange must be so secure that there will be no miscue (Axman, 1.979).

t
J The cente/s stance is similar to that of a guard or tackle with some small variations that will now be

t air"ussed in addition to reviewing the elements of a good stance.
l'e

1. The feet are spread moderately, slightly wider than that of a guard and tackle, but not so wide
lt that it will hinder his ability to move in any direction. The feet are parallel with the toes and heels even in

E ..

I a boxed stance (a stagger is discouraged).

2. Both heels are slightly off the ground and the weight is on the balls of the feet.

3. The knees are in over the ankles in line with the toes.

4. Power-producing angles are created by the bend in the ankle and knee joints. There should be a

"Z althe knee."

5. The tail and hips are slightly higher than the shoulders so the quarterback can operate from a

high, comfortable stance. While the center's tail is slightly higher than the shoulders, it should not be

raised so high as to cause him to lose the power line. The quarterback must adjust to the center, not the

reverse.

5. The shoulders are parallel to the ground and to the line of scrimmage.

7. The head is up so he can see, but not so high as to force the tail down. The neck is "bulled" with

the head "cast in cement." He is "looking through his eyebrows," focusing straight ahead, yet is still

able to see the entire area with his peripheral vision. The center should not tip off his intentions with his

head or eyes.

8. The right arm is extended to the ball with a slight break in the elbow. The right hand is on the

forward right side of the ball, with the fingers spread moderately grasping the ball. The right thumb is

across the forward tiP of the ball.

g. There are several ways to position the left hand in the stance:

(a)The left arm extends to the ball with the left hand on the lower left side of the ball' The

fingers are spread moderately grasping the ball with the left thumb across the rear tip of

――一   一―J
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the lacing.

(b)The left hand is on the ground alongside the ball, using a fingertip bridge.

(c) The left forearm is lightly squeezing the thigh with the hand gently grasping the back of

the calf or cupped alongside the knee in a po.sition where it can come straight out at the

take off. A front and side view of the center's stance are pictured below.

The Snap

While it is hot the purpose of this training manual to discuss backfield technique, a short description of

the hand placement and ride of the quarterback is needed to fully understand the complete snap. The

quarterback's right hand (left hand if he is left-handed) should be wrist-deep in the center's crotch. The

top hand presses the middle finger tightly up the seam of the cente/s pant. The quarterback's left hand

should rest along the left leg of the center with the thumbs of the right and left hand touching each other.

The two hands form a ,y.,, The bottom hand helps to press the top hand up into the seam of the centels

pants. The center should be able to feel the pressure of the quarterback's hand' The quarterback's elbows

and knees should be slightly bent and his feet should be iust inside the centels feet. As a coaching point,

the center can be instructed to "sit" on the quarterback's hands as if sitting on a birycle seat'

The center should be taught to lift the ball into the quarterback's right hand as hard as he can in an

:l
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attempt to break the '{y''" in the quarterback's hands. This is where the quarterback's hand pressure

becomes important. By applying constant pressure, the quarterback provides the center with a landmark

to aim at. The center must be able to feel the hand he is slapping the ball into. The quarterback must

concentrate on giving the benter a fixed target. It is important to emphasize to the center that he must lift

the ball straight off the ground and not loop the ball like the swing of a pendulum into the quarterback's

hands. The center can be taught to think of "pumpind' the ball in a straight line in an attempt to drive

the ball beyond the point of the quarterback's hands. If the center is lifting properly, his right elbow will

be sticking out at the bend in the hip after the snap. As the center pumps the ball to the quarterback, he

will turn his wrist a quarter turn to the left to deliver the ball to the quarterback with the laces up. This

quarter turn of the ball will happen naturally as the center brings the ball up (Photo A and B).

Photo A Photo B  i

It is of paramount importance that the center snap and step in one quick movement. A common error

is to snap and then step. The defender can move as the ball is being snapped, thus overpowering the

center, who has not initiated his change. The center must be coached to take his first step as the ball is

leaving the ground. It is helpful to teach the center to concentrate on lifting the ball and charging over it

rather than snapping it back to the quarterback

The center must step in the direction he is to block. The first step is the most important in speed off the

U
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ball. The longer the step, the more time the foot will be inthe air and the slower the step will be. The

lead foot should be picked up and put down as fast as possible (this is where quick feet come in) and as

soon as it is down, the second foot comes through. While the lead foot is moving, the major force and

explosion will be coming from the pushing of the trail leg. As the center executes his technique, the

quarterback must be riding with him with his hands and arms. The quarterback's hands must become an

extension of the cente/s rear end. If the quarterback fails to ride and pulls out too quicklyi the ball will

hit him on the fingertips and a fumble may result. The center must be sure that he does not lift his tail up

as he snaps the ball. He should be moving forward, keeping Ns back and tail level. He must avoid lifting

upward. The quicker the center, the more important the ride becomes.

Another common error among centers is to drop their head as they snap the ball. This can cause the

center to lose sight of the defender for an instant, which can lead to the defender defeating the block of

the center. By telling the center to think of his head as being "cast in cement," ihis problem can be

eliminated.

To summarize, some of the check points to look for in the stance, start, and snap of the offensive center

areas follows:

1. Proper base, armpit to shoulder width

2. Correct ball placement, inside right leg,36 inches out front

3. 90degree bend in legs

4. Tail higher than head

5. Lift and steP at the same time

6. Quick first steP

7. Quarterback ride

Repetition is important when teaching the center's technique' The quarterback and center should take

at least 25 snaps before each practice. Each time a snap is taken, the center should fire out at least 5 yards,

working on his first steP.
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DRIVE BLOCK

Once the stance and start are mastered, the next crucial aspect of offensive line play is the block itself.

Determined, intelligent, and aggressive blocking is an indispensable quality of a good football team, from

both a technical and psychological standpoint. It is almost impossible for a team to have great morale,

confidence, and enthusiasm when it lacks the ability to sustain a good ground anack or to protect the

Passer.

When executing a drive block, it is essential that the blocker hit the defender as hard as possible

without lunging. It is a question of timing and coord.ination as well as striking a compromise between

firing out so hard that he loses his balance and having such control that there is little impact. "The

explosion of the blow is what makes a good block, explosiveness in a short distance. You have to have

enough drive to stymie the defensive man, and then it becomes balance and control" (Allen, 1975;p.92).

If the blocker's charge is too explosive and exceeds his ability to control his body, he is overextended,

which makes it easy for the defender to get off the block-

A general blocking principle is that a blocker should never sacrifice the delivery of a blow for the sake

of thinking about technique. Hit the opponent, do not "finesse" him. Next to a missed assignment, the

worst mistake is to block "nobody." A blocker's techniques have to become a habit along with quickness

and explosion off the line of scrimmage. The blocker must meet his opponent on the defende/s side of

the line. The explosion of the block should be delivered up and through the man.

As we discuss one-on-one blocking technique, we will begin with the drive block, also referred to as

the base block. The drive block is the basis of all one-on-one blocks and is the initial learning phase of all

blocks that will follow. The drive block is used when the blocker is at the point of attack. The offensive

lineman will option block the defender taking him whichever way he wants to go. The main idea is to

stay on the block so the back can "run to daylight" rather than to a predetermined hole. For the sake of

simplicity, we will describe the technique of an offensive lineman in a right-handed stance, with the

defender in a head-up or "nose-to-nose1'alignment.

33
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There are three phases to a successful one-on-one block. The first phase is the approach, which is the

path from the stance to the contact position. The second phase is the contact, which is the driving blow

delivered up and through the defensive man. The third and final phase is the follow through. In this

phase, the blocker maintains contact with the defensive man and "finishes off" the block.

The Approach

We will begin our discussion with the approach phase. The reader will find that much of the material

contained in the approach was already covered. with the examination of the start.,The author feels that it

is important to review the key elements of the start as it relates to the approach. We will not, however,

cover them in such minute detail as we did earlier with the start.

As the blocker is in his stance waiting for the ball to be snapped, his total concentration must be on the

aiming point and the starting count. To review, the aiming point for a defensive lineman is under his

chin and on the bottom of the numbers for a linebacker. By aiming at the chin of a defensive lineman, the

blocker will wind up hitting the numbers as the defender rises to meet the charge of the blocker. Remem-

ber the purpose of the aiming point If the blocker hits the aiming point, he will automatically be lower 
.

than the defender. The proper hit will put the blocker in a good position to climb the defender. The

blocker must use his eyes as an aiming device to tell the player to "look the target in."

The blocker must explode off the line of scrimmage into the point of aim with the snap count. A lead

step should be taken with the back foot, it should replace the down hand, and the player should get it on

the ground quickly. The up knee should be driven to the ground and it must "roll over the up foot." The

knees should continue to be driven low to keep the proper power-producing angles. The initial move-

ment must be forward and not up; instruct the blocker to "hit out, not up." The back must be as parallel

to the ground as possible. If the blocker is too high, the defender will destroy the blocker's power line

with a blow under the shoulder pads. The blocker must be careful not to overstride, he must bring hii

feet up under him and be ready to make contact on the rise. Good, short, balanced steps will allow the

blocker to anticipate the defendels movement and ddjust to his charge. His short yet rapid steps should

ご
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always be gaining ground upfield. The blocker must never take a lateral or position step.

Contact Phase

Vicious contact is necessary to neutralize the defender's charge and force him to retreat from the area

he is instructed to protect. As the blocker uses his eyes to sight the target, he must be taught to "explode

the eyes" at the moment of contact. This point is used to emphasize to the blocker that he cannot block

what he cannot see. By blinking the eyes at contact, the blocker can lose sight of the defender for just an

instant, which can give the defender enough time to defeat the block. The blocker should be taught to

think of "running his eyes through the aiming point" and to "block through the man, not to the man."

Again it is important to emphasize the speed of the blocker to the contact point. The blocker must

have the strength and ability to go through the block protection (hand or forearm shiver). The faster he

gets there, the less time the defender has to react, consequently, the less the force of the blow delivered by

the defender. The blocker must know he will be hit as he drives through the resistance into the point of

aim.

As the blocker explodes into the point of aim, he must whip the arms and fists into the block. Teach

the blocker to "get the hands inside" before the defender can develop block protection. The blocker must

keep his elbows and hands inside the framework of his body for mafmum power. As the fists snap into

the numbers, the blocker must "rip up" and feel his hips snap as they roll up over the legs to complete the

Power angle. Upon impact, the blocker widens his base slightly, with his feet wider than his shoulders.

The hitting power comes from whipping the arms and the extension of the knees and hips.

Follow Through Phase

Good follow though requires gleat technique and foot movement and above all great second effort.

The blocker must follow through once contact is made. Vince Lombardi said, "The main reason for

blocking failure is a lack of follow through, the lack of continuation of the block. The blocke/s charge

must be a continuous drive susthined by the piston action of the legs" (Townsend, 1973, p.72). The

blocker cannot hit, hesitate, and then try to get movement again. The blocker must fight to keep his feet
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moving in a pistonJike action. The block does not start until contact is made so the blocker must never

stop his feet. Quick feet are essential to finalizing the block, and moving the feet is a matter of concentra-

tion' 

rave control of his bor up and through the defender, trying toThe blocker must have control of his body so that he is lifting

pick the defender up off the ground in order to get hini off balance. The blocker should feel the strain in

his upperbody in attempting to keep his forearms away from his body in a lifting action. He should

rotate the hands through the defende/s numbers and "bench press him," working for a lockout.

The blocker must keep a wide base and "sprint" the defender upfield with short powerful steps. To

illustrate the meaning of short powerful steps, tell the player to imagine that he is "running the l0Gyard

dash with 6-inch steps." Emphasize to the player that, although he is taking short steps, they must be

powerful, driving steps, and he must "pound the ground to gain ground."

As he begins to drive the defender, the blocker must roll over the lead knee to a point where it almost

touches the ground. The trail leg is driven forward slightly ahead of the lead leg, and it now becomes the

lead leg and so on. The blocker must strive to stay over the lead knee when maintaining a low pad level

and a flat back. The blocker should concentrate on "trying to touch his chin to his knee."

The goal of the drive block is to get movement off the line of scrimmage, then direction. Direction is

not so important because the back can run off the block in any direction. The blocker must maintain

contact and allow the back to "run to daylight." The blocker must have his head up and "bite the de-

fender on the numbers," driving the defender in any direction he wishes to go. The blocker must think of

"working low to high." Once the blocker gets movement, he starts to lift or "climb" the defender. How-

ever, the blocker must not try to finish the block until he gets movement. Again, it must be emphasized

that movement is the most important thing, not direction but movement.

After the blocker gets good.initial movement, he must finish the block. The blocker must tuck his tail

up uhderneath him, "suck your butt in," and bring his legs up underneath his body. To avoid

overextension, tell the blocker that "the feet must travel with the hips." The blocker should "try to step
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on the defender's toes" as he rises up and accelerates. The blocker must "finish him to the sky," as he

stands up to run over the defender.

Against Linebackers

The blocker must take the proper angle in relation to the play. A common error is to take a path to

where the linebacker is rather than to where he will be. This is when it is important to know where the

play is goin& for instance, on a wide play, the blocker would take a shallow angle to the defender. On an

inside play, the guard would take a more direct approach to the linebacker.

The key points for the blocker to concentrate on as he approaches the linebacker are to stay "low and

square." The blocker must stay low by tryrng to touch his chin to his knee. He must be low to get under

the linebacker's pads. It is important for the blocker to "gather" his legs before he "rips up" so that he

will be on balance. He must recoil his hips before he strikes. The blocker must dip down just before

contact to keep the hips coiled so he can unleash the power in his hips as he would on a drive block of a

defensive lineman. "Dip with the legs, don't bend at the waisi."

CommonMistakes

Probably the single major fault in the execution of the drive block is a lack of follow through. Often

there is good initial contact, but the blocker fails to follow through with short powerful steps. Linemen

are so intent on delivering an explosive blow that sometimes they do not bring their feet with them and

they fall flat on their face.

Another problem is taking too long a first step. If the first step is too long, the defender could be

making contact with the blocker before he has the second step down. If he is unable to get this foot down

fast enough, he will be making contact off-balance.

Overextension is another corrunon reason for blocking failure. More blocks are lost by being too low

(overextended) than by.being too high. The main cause of overextension is failure to roll the hips up over

the legs. This then leaves the buttocks behind the power line and causes the blocker to lean into the block

or fall flat on his face as the defender moves. A good coaching technique to give the blocker the feel of
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roliing his hips is to grab him by the tail and shoulder pads and run him through the contact. The coach

positions the blocker in a "fi(' position on a defender. Standing to the side of the blocker, the coach grabs

the blocker's shoulder pads at the base of the neck with one hand, and by the belt with the other hand

(Photo A). As the blocker accelerates his feet, the coach pulls up on the shoulder pads with one hand and

pushes down on the blocke/s hips with the other hand (Photo B). This is an excellent teaching technique

to illustrate rolling the hips and "climbing" the defender.

Photo A  l Photo B

On occasion, an offensive lineman will lose a block because he is too high. A blocker should not rise

up too quickly, because he will then become a "chest blocker" and lose leverage, causing the block to fail.

If the blocker finds himself working too high after contact, achieving only a stalemate, he must "dip"

down and "get another bite."

Before we move on to the teaching progression for the drive block, lefs sum up the technique of the

drive block:

1. You must be in a good stance. Without that, it is impossible to fire out.

2. Drive off the up foot and step with the back foot. Roll over the up knee, driving it almost to the

ground. The angle and foot of take-off may change depending on the alignment of the defender.

ヽ^
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3. Use short powerful steps so as not to become overextended.

4. Do not narrow the base. As the defender is driven back, keep the feet as wide as the shoulders.

Try to keep the toes in, heels out.

5. Point of aim is the chin on a down lineman, the bottom of the numbers on a linebacker. Keep

the head up and the eyes open.

6. The back must remain flat or arched at all times. Never have a humpback.

7. As contact is made, whip the arms from the hips with an explosive thrust into the numbers. ]ar
J

the defender off balance and off the ball. This will bring the hips underneath.

8. Keep the arms and fists in blocking position throughout the contact and follow through.

9. Take the man off the line of scrimmage the way he wants to go. The backs will cut off the block.

10. Sustain - don't stop until the whistle blows.

11. Fight the stalemate; "dip down and get another bite."

12. The second step is extremely important. Without it the blocker can become overextended. The

blocker must bring the back foot with him and not stop on contact.

13. The blocker must be lower than the defensive man to get proper leverage, regardless of his

position.

14. The blocker must explode through the man. He should aim mentally for a spot beyond the

defender.

15. If the block is executed on a linebacker, the arm whip and hip extension is delayed until the

blocker is close enough to "step on his toes."

Driae Block Teaching Progression

General Information

1. Always start with two men working together.

2. Teach the five phases in reverse order (fit, follow through, contact, hit and drive, and second

effort).
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3. Show each player the ideal block and what if feels like.

4. A.ll teaching is done on boards and chutes.

5. The starting count is used to start all drills and the whistle stops all drills.

Teaching the Diae Block

I. Fit Position (First Phase)

Purpose: To show the blocker the ideal blocking position, utilizing proper power-producing angles.

A. Put the defender in a challenge position and have the offensiie blocker fit into him.

B. Offensive blocker - fit position

1. Feet parallel: toes in, heels oirt

2. Good bend in knees: create power-producing angle

3. Knees in over the ankles

4. Butt down, back arched

5. Good bullneck: "head cast in cemenf'

5. Eyes in the solar plexus of the defender

7. Arms in a blocking position, meat of the hands at the bottom of the defenderis breast plate

C. Defender - challenging position

The Fit Position
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1. Feet slightly staggered

2. Goodkneebend

3. Hold blocker under the arms

4. Give resistance

II. Follow Through (Second Phase)

Purpose: To have the player experience an ideal block. To teach the proper use of leverage, the hip

roll, the acceleration of the feet, and the maintenance of a block.

A. The offensive blocker will align with three-quarters of his body underneath the chute in a fit

position.

B. The defender will be in a challenge position holding the blocker in place.

C. Walking down the board: The purpose is to teach the blocker to understand the use of leverage

and where his power comes from.

1. The blocker will walk the defender down the board with a bulled neck, power-producing

angle and feeling pressure at the small of his back.

2. The defender must give steady resistance.

Photo A

3.      :

(a) The blocker will only be able to move the defender if he has the proper low leverage

position on the defender.
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(b) He must feel how the proper angle of the knee and ankle joints create the power to move

the defender.

(c) He must understand that his blocking surfaces are his fists and facemask.

(d) He must have a bullneck and "head cast in cement."

(e) He must feel his head, arms, and feet working together to move the defender.

b. Rrr,n.ing down the board: The purpose is to teach the blocker to understand the use of leverage

and where his power comes from at full speed (Photo A).

1. The blocker will run the defender down the board.

2.The defender must give steady resigtance.

3.Coachi聖虞 oint,(same as Pre宙Ous dHll――walking down he board)

Photo A

E. Hip roll: The purpose is to teach the blocker to roll his hips and accelerate when he feels the

defender attempting to get off the block. When executing a block, the player will make contact and have

a stalemate. In order to get movement, the blocker must roll his hips and accelerate

his feet to dominate the defender.

1. The defender will give as much resistance as possible.

2. The blocker will drive the defender down the board. When the blocker feels the defender
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begin to slip, he will roll his hips and accelerate his feet, finishing the block.

F. Hold

1. HalA〃ay down the board′ on the conunand′
′
hold′

″
the blocker will stop.

2. The coach will check the position ofthe blocker.

3.      :

(a)IIip r01lis the undemead■ action′ the snapping ofthe knees straight out and the shooting

 ́  ofthe hips thЮugh in ttγing to″marヮ he defender.″

(b)The blocker seeks PoWer― producing angles in the ankle and knee joints to getthe lifting

action.

(c)The short powerful steps are explained as running the loO― yard dash with 6-inch steps.

(d)The feet should be undemeath the shoulder pads to guard against overextension― ―′′
stay

over the lead knee.″

(e) A good base, feet shoulder width apart (one on each side of the board). This is necessary

to stay on the block. If the feet are together, the blocker will fall off the defender.

m. Contact (Third Phase)

Purpose: To teach the contact phase of the drive block and to stress the arm whip and fist delivering

a blow.

A. Two-step Pop (Fire to the Fit)

1. Offensive blocker should position himself two steps from the defender.

2. The defensive man will assume a challenge position.

3. The defender should be in a good two-point stance, bending his knees as much as possible

with his chest out and his head up.

4. The defender will catch the blocker rather than deliver a blow.

5. The blocker takes only two stels, jolting the defender backwards.
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5. Concentrate on whipping the arms into the block and delivering a punch in the bottom of the

defender's numbers with short powerful steps (Photo A and B).

:

|
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7.Coaching Points

Photo BI

(a) Make contact with the fists at the bottom of the breast plate (Photo C).

(b) Eyes follow to the solar plexus - "bite the defender on the numbers."

(c) The blocking surface is the fists and the facemask; keep the elbows and hands within the

framework of the body.

Photo C
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(d) Step with the right foot and balance step with the left, end with the feet parallel. The

toes should be pointing directly downfield.

(e) If the feet are not parallel after contact, the blocker will not have the proper power-

producing angles in the knee joints to move the defender.

IV. Approach (Fourth Phase)

Purpose: To put all aspects of the drive block together. To teach the approach, contact, and follow

through (Photo A and B).

A. The blocker is aligned under the chute in a three-point stance a foot away from the defender.

B. To start, the defender will be in a two-point stance and, as the drill progress€s he will move to a

three-point stance.

C. The offensive blocker will explode out of his stance and drive the defender down the board.

D. The defender will make a good collision, then allow the blocker to drive him down the board,

giving ground slowly.

E. As the drill progresses, vary the distance between the blocker and the defender to aid in the

development of a rhythm of blocking a defender at varied distances away.

|

|

「「Photo A I PhOto
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F. C6achi:王ζ POints:

1   1. All aspects ofthe dHve block are executed.

(a)Approach

(b)COntact

(c)Follow―through

The full progression is pictured below.

2. The blocker should explode out of the stance, trying to create gteat force.

3. Upon making contact with the defender, the blocker must whip the arms, roll the hips and

accelerate the feet.

4. Drive the defender down the board with good second and third effort.

V. Second Effort (Fifth Phase)

Purpose: To teach the blocker to maintain contact when the defender is spinning out or disengaging

the blocker.

A. The coach will give the defender a direction to spinor weave.

B. When the defender reaches the end of the board, he will spin out of the block

C. The blocker must step with the near foot in the directior, oi the spin, aggressively attacking the

defender (Photo A).



D. Never cross the feet or kick the heels together.
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The blocker must maintain a good base (PhotoB).

_  Photo A I Photo BI

VI. The Punch Progression

Purpose: The punch progression is used to refine the "punch" phase of the drive block. It is used in

conjunction with the drive block progression to further isolate each phase of the block.

A. The blocker will assume a Gpoint stance in front of the defender, who will hole a shield angled

slightly toward the blocker (Photo A).

B. The blocker will "rip up" with his fists into the shield (Photo B).

C. After several repetitions, the blocker will "rip up" with his fists, "sink the hips," and wind up in a

layout position(Photo C).

Photo A Photo B Photo C



INDIVIDUAL B LO CKING TECI{NIQUES

Now that we have covered the drive block in great detail, we will move on to other individual block-

ing techniques. It is essential.that the lineman master the drive block because that is the basis of all other

blocks, both individual and combination, that are to be taught.

The old football adage, 'Tootball is a game of blocking and tackling" is true, but neither blocking nor

tackling alone makes up good football. The innovations of modern football have led to ihe development

of a variety of individual blocking techniques. It is no longer enough to rely simply on size and strength

to dominate a defender. A {efender who is smaller and quicker may still be able to outplay a larger,

stronger offensive lineman if he plays his position with finesse and technique. Modern defensive players

do not stand flat-footed, waiting to challenge a blocker in a man-for-man battle. Rather, they employ a

variety of tactics including stunts, slants, and loops. if offensive linemen are to keep pace with their

defensive counterparts, they too must develop a variety of blocking techniques. Once these techniques

are rnastered, they rnay be employed by the blocker at his discretion or as the situation dictates. In this

way, the defender is not only in doubt as to the point of attack, the starting count, or who will block him,

but also how he will be blocked.

As we begin to discuss the different blocks, it should be pointed out that different offensive systems

use different terminology to describe the same technique. As each block is discussed, the most commonly

used name or names will be listed. No matter what you call the block, the main objective is always the

same: The blocker must get his body between the defensive man and the football and keep it there.

Cutoff Block

Purpose: A backside block used to stop lateral pursuit of the defender to the play by getting the body

between the defender and the ball. The basic principle of the technique is to never honor a slant away

from the point of attack. If the defender runs around behind the block, he should not have a chance at the

ball carrier.

48
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Dotan Lineman

Point of Aim: Four inches above the playside knee.

1. Explode off the outside foot taking a short jab step with the near foot. The angle of the step will

be determined by the alignment of the defender.

2. Immediately follow with the back foot and get it planted on the ground.

3. With the second step, explode with the backside shoulder and arm, ripping the arm and shoul-

der through the landmark. This technique will place the blocker between the defender and the attack

point.

4. Once proper contact is made, scramble on all fours.

5. If the blocker feels pressure by the defender trying to fight across his face, he shbuld continue to

work on all fours, squeezing back against him fighting to get his shoulders square to the line of scrim-

mage (Photo A).

Photo A

Coachitt Point: When using the scramblo block technique′ stay offthe knees, Only the hands

and feet should be in contact with the grOund′ and the head is up.

6.  Ifthe defenderloops away and the blocker feels no body pressure by the dё fender′ continue to

scramble upfield irrmediately at a 45-degree angle to linebaCker depth.

(a) Be prepared for a scrape off linebacker.
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(b)Chop the defender down by using the same technique as was used on the defensive lineman.

(c) If there is no rrape Iinebacker, the blocker should get up and sprint to the point of attack,

flattehing his path until he gets to the running lane (Diagram A).

Diagram A

C“

'9〃

Brocた vFs“ sα L:″′bαεたιγ

Point of Ainl: Fourinches above the playside knee.

1.  Ifthe blocker is showing blitz′ the lineman rnust anticipate that the backer will be on hirn

ilrmediately and react quickly.

2. The blocker ⅥЛll use the same technique as he did on the down linemn′ except he will dHve off

the line of scrinlmge at an angle′ which will allow him to interceptthe backer as he reacts to the play.

:

(a)Keep head up at alltimes.

(b)Be cloSe enough to″ step on his toes〃 before exPloding into the block.

When the blocker rnust cut off a down linemn aligned to his inside′ he will employ a variation ofthe

cutoff block called a r“ 4gg αナ9f

Poiht of Airn: Fourinchos above the defender′ s PlaySide knee                    
｀

1.  While pivoting on the playside foot′ cross over With the(outside foot and shoot both hands past

the defender hip high.

丁

③
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. 2. The blocker should actually be off balance as he lungesinside(■ unge and shooビ′
).

3. When the hands hitthe ground′ cutthe defender with the hip.

CoachlngPolnts:

(a)Stay off■e knees.

(b)Keep the head up.

(c)踏amble upfield to get square to the line of scHIrlmage.

There are two keys to the proper execution ofふ e lunge cutoff:

1.Overextending on the first step to elongate the entire body′ thereby increasing the blocking

surface.                  ・

2. Total co― itment by the blocker to get his head and shoulders Past he defender.

動 ′Rθαεtt BIο cた

…

:ThiSiS an aggressive block to the outside where he blockeris tttng to gain Outside position On

a defensive linernan while knocking hiln off the line of scrirrunage(Photoノ Bヽ′ and C).

Point of Ain■ :Tight to the defender′ s outside number.

1.The direcuon ofthe lead step′ taken with the outside foot′ is dictated py the aligμ ment ofthe

defender.

(a)The‐wider the defender′ the flatter tte step.         .

O))The tighter the defender7the tighter the step.

＼

2. The lead steP should be a shorter step than he one used on the d五 ve block.The blocker must

getthe fOot on the ground quickerin case he has to push offto the inside to adjustto a pinch or slant

move by the dё fender.

3. Cain ground on the second step′ sPlitting the crotch of the defender.

4.Rip the backside hano′ forearm′ shoulder and eye thrOugh the defender′ s outside number.

Coachiュ &2olnt_″ Getthe inside half of your body on the outside half of his bOdy.′ ′

5. Drive off the second step.
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5. Keep the elbows and hands inside the framework of the body.

7. Fight to maintain outside leverage on the defender.

8. Keep the feet moving in a piston-like fashion.

9. Snap the body, arch the back, and climb the defender.

10. Bench press the defender, applying pressure with the inside hand, control him with the outside

hand. Work for a lockout.

11. Step on the defender's toes, work the defender downfield. ,

Photo Ai Photo CPhoto B

(a)OnCe contactis llade and outside leverage is established′ work to dHve the defender straight

upfield′ never a110wing the shoulders to be tumed to the sideline.

0))The blocker rnust never allow the defender to beat hirn across his face to the outside by a

100Ping defender.

(c)Speed Off the ban is the mostilnportantfactor′ otherⅥ■se the blocker will have a difficult tilne

executing the block if the defender rёacts quickly to the outside.

θR″ BrOεた

Pu募≧OSe:This block is used when an offensive Hneman must ightthrough pressure on the line of

scrirrmage to block a defender offthe line of scHmrnage. Itis used PHIrlarily on trap plays by the line―

man overthe defensive lineman to be trapped.
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Point of Aim: Through the inside number of the defender on the line of scrimmage to the playside

number of the defender off the line of scrimmage.

1. Step with the inside foot. The tighter the alignment of the defensive lineman, the flatter the step.

The blocker must try to avoid becoming engaged with the defender.

2. Rip the outside fist, forearm and shoulder through the inside number of the defender. Get the

eyes inside to locate the blocker.

3. 
, 

Do not rise up, rip through the defender, not up.

4. Drive off the second step. Keep the feet moving.

5. The blockdr must not allow the defender to squeeze him to the inside or knock him off his path.

6. Once the blocker is past the defensive lineman, he should execute a running drive block on the

linebacker. Clear him out of the hole.

The Rip anil Roll Block

PurBose: This block is used on the trap when the defensive lineman squeezes inside with the blocker.

" The blocker locks on and drives the defender down iniide, the trapper then "rolls through the hole"

looking for the blocker.

Point of Aim; Tluough the inside number of the defender on the line of scrimmage to the playside

number of the defender off the line of scrimmage.

1. Step with the inside foot, the tighter the alignment of the defensive lineman, the flatter the step.

The blocker must try to keep from becoming engaged with the defender, just as he did with the rip.

2. Rip the outside fist, forearm and shoulder through the inside number of the defender. Get the

eyes inside to locate the backer.

3. Do not rise up, rip through the defender, not up.

4. Drive off the second step. If the defender squeezes the blocker to the inside, the blocker should

rip rp with his outside elbow, drive his head across the front of the defender and execute a reverse

shoulder block on the defender, driving him down inside. The blocker must not allow penetration.
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5. The blocker should snap the hips, arch his back and climb the defender, keeping his head in the

hole.

6. If the defender tries to play through the blocker, he should turn his body 180 degrees,."glound

the hands," and snap his hips into the defender. Continue to scramble on all fours to keep the defender

out of the hole.

Tttθ Neα r Sttο

“
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塾当型塁:ThiS is a variatton of■ e drive block when the blockeris remOved from his blocking resPonsibil―

ity with outside position on the frontside.The near shoulder b10ck is designed to lnove the defender

down the line of scriHlmage and away frOm■ e imIInediate point of attack(blocking down on a defensive

lineman)。 Itis nOt usefulin preventing a defender fronl penetrating through the line of scHIIImage. It is

called the near shoulder block because the blocker will use the shoulder nearestthe defender to lnake

initial contact. Ifthe defender is on the blockersleft′ he will make contact vnh the left shouldeF′ and vlce

versa.

Point Of Aim:The near hiP if the defenderis coveHng part Of his teammate orif he is a reader.If the xran

is in the gap′ aim forthe near number.

1. Step directly toward the defender wih thё  foot nearestthe defender.

2.  Execute the same fundamentals as the drive block′ exceptthe blocker Ⅵ■1l slide the block to his

chest. The goalis to get a sealing effect rather than creating great rnovementto the inside. The blocker

must be on balance.

3.  The blocker rnusttake the defender back and in on an angle′ driving him into the pile.

4. The blockers head should be on the defenders upfield hip or shoulder. This will help to keep

the defender frorn sliding to the outside or rolling out ofthe block.

Coaching Point: Keep the head between the defender and the hole.

T物′Far Or Crο ss Sttο

“
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: ThO Same as the near shoulder′ exceptthe far shoulder block is better for stopping a penetrating
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defender than the near shoulder block. The advantage of the far shoulder block is ihat it forces the

blocker's body across and in front of the defender. This action prevents the defender from penetrating

across the line of scrimmage and destroying the backfield action. The far shoulder is defined as the

shoulder that is farthest away from the defender to be blocked. A defender who is aligned to the

blocker/s left would be attacked with the blocker's right shoulder and vice versa.

Point of Aim: The far hip of the defender regardless of his alignment.

1. Dropstep with the foot nearest the defender; the foot should be parallel to the line of scrimmage.

This step will put the blocker in a position to cut off a hard charging defensive lineman. If the blocker

were to take his first step toward the defendels original lirie-up position rather than to a point where he

can cut off the defendey's charge, he would be in an awkward position to adjust to the penetration. On

the other hand, if the blocker's step is parallel, he can cut off penetration. If the defender does not pen-

etrate, the blocker is still in good position to adjust upfield with his second step and execute the block. It

is important to note that even though the far shoulder is being used as the blocking surface, the first step

must still be taken with the foot nearest the defender.

2. The blocker drives his head across the front of the defender and makes contact with his far

shoulder, forearm, and fist.

3. If the defender tries to slide or roll out to the outside, the blocker will "ground his hands" in

front of the defender and whip his hips 180 degrees upfield, staying off his knees, so that his body is

perpendicular to the line of rrimmage with his head facing the offensive backfield.

The Down, Gap Step, or Fill Block

Purpose: This is a block used by a blocker when he has outside or playside position by alignment on a

defender. It is used to block an area from which a man is pulling. Example: a center blocking back on a

trap, or the blocker who is blocking a defensive Iineman who is lined up on the blocker adjacent to him

when executing a fold or crosb block. Depending upon the stance and the reaction of the defender, the

blocker will adjust his block.
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Point'of Aim: The midline of the defender is the initial aiming point. The blocker will "read on the run,"

and if the defender reads, the aiming point becomes the midline to the back of the near shoulder pad. If

I the defender penetrates, the aiming point becomes the front of the near shoulder pad to armpit area.

1,. Prior to the initial step, the blocker must try to anticipate the defender's move.

(a) If the defender is crowding the ball and his weight is tipped forward, he is probably a

penetrator.

(b)If the defender is off the ball or if his weight is tipped back, he is probably a reader.

2. Take a short step with the near foot at the near hand of the defender, get it on the ground

quickly. It is imperative not to overstride on the first step. It should be no more than six inches. Keep

the back flat and stay low.

3. Transfer the weight to the lead step while pivoting on the far foot so the toe is pointing at the

defenderand the body is turned. The second step will now be able to squeeze up the base.

4. Keep the playside foot on the ground until it is determined how the defender is playing. The

defendershould declare himself before the blocker takes his second step.

5. If the defender penetrates, pivot to the inside with both feet. The near hand punches the chest

while the far hand punches the rib cage or the front of the near shoulder pad. The blocker must keep his

elbows and hands within the framework of his body.

5. At this point, the blocker can drive his head in front of the defender and slide the block to his far

shoulder, executing a far shoulder block.

7. If the blocker begins to lose leverage, he can "ground his hands" in front of the defender and

scrambleblock him on all fours.

8. If the defender slides to the outside or begins to roll out of the block, the blocker whips his hips

upfield, staying off his knees so that his body is perpendicular to the line of scrimmage with his head

fating the offensive bacKield.

9. If the defender reads, use the same footwork.
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10. The near hand punches the rib cage, wNle the far hand punches the near shouldbr pad.

tant to keep the defender sealed off from the play than to create a great movement to the inside.

72. The blocker must fight to stay on balance and concenhate on keeping his feet moving in a

piston-like fashion.

The first series of photographs demostrates the correct technique.

Series 1

The second. series of photographs demonsfates incorrect technique. The blocker's first step is toward

the defender's line up position, rather than in a direction to stop penetration by the defender. As a result,

the defender penetrates the line of scrimmage.
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COMBINATION BLOCKING

Combination blocking is a term used to describe the effective blocking of more than one lineman;

executed at the point of attack. Combination blocks are often used to get better bl*I"t angles on the

defenders at the point of attack. These blocks can also be used to cut off a fast moving linebacker or to

confuse defensive keys. While each man involved in the block is performing some variation of the one-

on-one techniques described earlier, the success of the play is dependent upon the combined actions of all

the blockers involved. Combination blocks offer various methods to cope with a variety of defenses for

the same play. Tl,ris allows a team to run a set number of plays with mafmum efficiency versus most

defenses by simply changing the blocking combinations to be used. In addition, combination blocks can

be used to overcome personnel or tactical deficiencies faced by an offensive team. Below is a list of how

combination blocks may serve an offensive system (Metrokotsas,1987, p. 89):

1. To add power at the point of attack as in short yardage or goal-line situations.

2. To get more blockers to the point of attack than there are defenders (as in a sweep or option).

3., To aid in adjusting the blocking to variations in defensive sets (in the case of multiple defensive

teams).

4. To help one blocker who may be weaker than his defensive opponent in a one-on-one situation.

5. To help overcome the power and skill of one or more particular defenders.

Regardlesq of how combinations of blocks are used, the basic fundamentals are still the same as those

for one-on-one techniques. The result is one-on-one blocking with adjacent linemen switching responsi-

bilities or working in close coordination with one another.

The Double -Team Block or Post and Drioe Block

Purpose: To give blocking strengh at the point of attack. The double team is the strongest of all offen-

sive blocks because two blockers are employed versus one defender. $y'hen executed properly, the

double-team block will not only bury the defender and create a cavity in the defense, but will also cut off

the pursuit by the other defenders. This is accomplished by the blockers driving the defender back

58
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perPendicular to the line of schmmage′ forcing the other defenders to go arOund the double― tean■ bloCk

at a rnuch deeper pursuit angle.

The two blockersinvolved in the doubl()team are referred to separately as the post blocker and the

drive blocker. The postrnan is the blosker who hasthe defender aHgned on hirn and the drive man isthe

blocker nearest the point of attack.

Point of Aim for Post Blocker: Post blockers POint Of airn is the numbers ofthe defender.

1.  Step with the near foot on approach′ get′

`knee to knee.″

2.  Drive down the middle ofthe defender using allthe elements of a good drive block.

3. The first resPonSibility ofthe post blocker is to stop the defender′ s charge. He FnuSt block as if

he is going to take the defender alone.

4. The blocker rnust maintain a flat back and a wide base.

5.  As the post rnan feels the drive lnan lnake contact′ he rnust stay squared up to the defender and

work his hipstoward the drive man.

6.  Drive the rnan straight back and keep the searn closed.

7. Exceptions:

(a)Ifthe defender angles inside′ thё Post man must adiust andb10ck hirn alone.

(b)Ifthe defender angles out′ the post rlan willbecomethe dHve man′ executing his technique.

(c)Ifthe defender is in the gap′ the blocker win aim forthe near number ofthe defender and

step to get″ knee to crotch″ with the defender. He willthen work to get″ hip to hip″ with the

dHve rnan.The dHve man win alsO ailn forthe defenders near number and step to get″ knee

to crotch″ with the defender.He willthen work his hips toward the drive rnan.

1. Both blockers lnust step″ knee to crotch〃 enabling both to be square.

2. Both blockers must″ grab a number′
′and work′ 1.lp to llip″ to sealthe defender.

Point of Aim forI)ive Blbcker: Point of ailn is the near hip ofthe defender.
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1. Step with the near foot directly towards the hips of the defender. This will begin to seal the

seam between the post man and himself.

2. Look the near hip of the defender in.

3. Drive the near hand into the near hip of the defender.

4. Drive the near forearm up under the defender in a lifting motion. "Hit low and rip up."

5. The head is up and slides to the upfield portion of the hip as the d.rive man slides the block to

his chest.,He must not "bury the head," 'a,eep the eyes to the sky."

6. Step straight upfield with the outside foot and work the hips toward the post man.

7. Get movement using short, piston-like steps to drive the defender back.

8. Maintain pressure, do not allow the defender to split the double team.

The double team is pictured below.

9. Exceptions:

(a)Defender angles in′ disappearing to the inside′ Pick up the linebacker scraping toward the

play Mnth a drive block′ 
″
look to the nextlevel.″ (Photo A)

:asthe d五ve man blocks down he must keep his head uP and never get his

shoulders tumed Perpendicular to the line of scHΠ thage. In this way′ ifthe defender disaP

pears to the inside′ he has not overco― itted himselfto the double tean■ and can still work
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upfield to pick up a linebacker. Photo B demonstrates a blocker who has buried his

head and turned his shoulders so that he cannot come off for the linebacker.

IPhoto AI Photo B

(b)Ifthe defender angles outtoward the d五 ve rnan′ he will become the post man and execute

his techniques.

(c)Ifthe defenderis in the gaP′ the drive rnan will aim for the near number ofthe defender and

step to get″ knee to crotch″ with the defender. He willthen work his hip toward the post

man to close the seam.

:The blockers should notthink of closing the seam by swinging their hips

toward one another on contact. This could cause hem to change their forward lnomentum to lateral

movement′ resulting in a stalemate at the line of sc五 mmage′ thereby gi宙 ng the pursuit an easy angle to

the baH carder′ or worse yet al10Wing the defender to splitthe double team.Remember′ the obieCt Of the

double team is to get movelnent uPfield Perpendicular to the line of scrirrunage to cut Off pursuit.Em―

phasize to the blockers thatthey should sustain the block by d五 ving up lカビough the defender and work

their hips together as they power the defender upfield with short′ piston―like steps.

7:2B“解′′Chi′′οr Cο―ο′BIοεた

Pu二pΩSe: The block is used to block a defensive lineman and linebacker when the defensive lineman has
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outside leverage by alignment on the inside blocker or when a fold scheme is impractical. The block will

enable the offense to bring a lineman down to block a linebacker, eliminate any quick lateral movement

by the defensive lineman and effectively seal all frontside gaps against penetration. The inside blocker is

- 
o 

responsible for stopping penetration and sealing a frontside gap. The outside blocker is responsible for

. pinning the defensive lineman to the inside so the inside blocker can take over the block, then releasing to

the linebacker. The block is especially effective against stacked defenders and angles off stacks.

Pointof AimforlnsideBlocker: Pointof aimistheoutsidenumber.of thedownlineman.

1. Step with the outside foot, drive through the outside number of the down lineman.

2. The inside blocker must get the initial movement on the down lineman and maintain contact

until the whistle blows. He must block the defender as if he were receiving no help.

3. He must gain outside leverage on the defender, "cover his outside number with your inside

number."

4. As he gains outside leverage on the defender, he must work his hips toward the outside blocker,

I, bumping him off to the linebacker.

The Bump Block

:Pointofaimisthenearhipofthedownlineman.

1. Step up and in to close the distance between himself and the inside blocker.

G)Keep the near foot perpendicular to the line of scrimmage and do not turn the shoulders so

he can explode straight upfield.
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3.
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He is responsible for not allowing the defender to get lateral movement or to split the seam

penetration upfield.

On the second step, make contact with a strong slam, driving the near forearm and shoulder

any part of the defender that shows, ripping up under the defende/s pads.

(a)This jolt should stop the defende/s momenhrm long enough to help the inside blocker gain

control.

O)As he rips through the defender; he must keep his head out of the block and his feet under

him.

(c) He must keep an eye on the linebacker to the inside and be aware of his second responsibil-

ity, "eyeball the linebacker."

After he has ripped through the down lineman, he must continue to his next area of responsibil-

He must keep his shoulders parallel to the line of scrimmage as he approaches the linebacker.

He will execute a drive block on the linebacker, aiming for the outside number of the linebacker.

(a) Work to gain outside leverage on the linebacker, "cover his outside number with your inside

number."

The seHes of photographs demonstrates the correctteduliques for he bump block.

4.
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Coachi:I翼201nt: Itis ilnPortant for the outside blocker to keep his shoulders parallel to the line of

scrimmage and his head out ofthe block on the down lineman so that he does not overcomnlit hintself

and anOw the linebacker to PurSue and lnake the play(Photo A).

Photo A

The FolilBlock

Purpose: To enable a lineman to block a linebacker when he cannot get to him directly or to create

blocking angles. The fold is used to block a combination of a defensive lineman and a flowing linebacker.

The fold can be used by any two offensive linemen with the exception of the center. It is not a good idea

to involve the center in any pulling because it may cause difficulry with the snap. The only time the

center can fold block is if he is the man executing the down block on the defensive lineman. The center
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can be the drive man but never the fold man.

will always go first with the covered lineman

65

In the execution of the fold block, the uncovered lineman

folding around for the linebacker (Diagram A).

〇
Diagram A

n:DHve man.

1.  Execute a down block as was PreviOusly descHbed in the individual blocking techniques section.

≧童幽工△量重ェ止」堕璽』聖堅重興週笙旦丞1:Fold man.

1.  Take a dropstep to clear the block ofthe rnan executing the down block. Stay lovら do not stand

up.

′・ PlaCethelead hand on he far hip ofthe man execuung the dOwn block.This win keep the

blocker on a tight course with his shoulders ParaneltO the line of scrirnmage.

(a)The fold rnan lnust be aware ofthe possible stunt by the linebacker as he pulls himself

around the drive man. He must watch that he does not get too wide on the fold. If he leaves

too much space between himself and the drive man, the linebacker could beat the fold man to

the inside. He must understand that linebackers are taught to scraPe tight off the tail of the

down lineman.

(b)The fold man must focus on the linebacker throughout the fold, "eyeball the linebacker."

(c) The fold man must be prepared to challenge the linebacker one-on-one in the hole or kick

him out if he scraPes too wide.

(d)The fold must think of getting around the drive man first, then reacting to the linebacker.
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3. Attack the linebacker with a drive block. Keep a wide base on the approach and contact, drive

up through the linebacker.

The series of photographs below demonstrates the fold block.
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The Cross Block

Purpose: The cross block is used to confuse defensive keys and to create better blocking angles. The

I

cross block is executed when two adiacent linemen, both covered by down defensive linemen, switch

assignments. The cross block can be performed by any two adjacent linemen with the only exception

being the center. The only time the center can cross block is if he goes first. The center should never be

I asted to execute any type of pulling maneuver because it may cause a problem with the snap. The cross

block is a much quicker block than the fold block. On the cross block, the outside man should always go

first and his technique will be the same as the drive man on the fold block. The blocker crossing behind

the drive man will execute a short trap block (Diagram A).

DiagramA

Point of Aim for the Outside Man: The drive man.

1. Execute a downblock as was previously described in the individual technique section.

Point of Aim for the Inside Man: Point of aim for the inside or crossing man is the near hip of the down

lineman aligned over the outside man.

1. The first step is a dropstep to allow the outside man to clear. The lead foot should be pointing

up into the line of scrimmage at a 4S-degree angle.

2. As he takes his first step, the blocker should rip his near elbow towards the goal line to bring his

head and shoulders around quickly.

3. The inside man must be taught to stay as low as possible as he executes the cross block. Because
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the block happens so fast, if the blocker stands up, he will fail to get a good drive block on the defender.

His head should be no higher than it was in his stance.

4. On the second step, the lineman will head up and into the line of scrimmage at a 4S-degree

angle, "climb the hill."

(a) As the blocker is taking his second step, he can put his far hand on the outside hip of the

drive man and pull himself through. This technique is optional. Some linemen find this

technique helpful while others find they can make the block better if they do not pull them-

selves through.

5. Once the inside man has cleared the drive man, he will execute a drive block on the outside

man.

6. He must kick the defender out and get his feet out of the hole.

The series of photographs below demonstrates the correct technique for the cross block.

Im慾
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Exception:

(a) If the outside defensive lineman closes or "pinches" down to the inside staying close to the

outside blocker's hip, it is now impossible to kick him out. The inside blocker will now "log

him in." The approach is the same but now he will execute a reach block through the

defende/s outside number (Diagram B).

Diagram B

The Scoop Block

Purpose: This block is a combination block executed by two adjacent offensive linemen, which enables

them to block their playside gap. The scoop is the best method to use in picking up angling defenses and

stunts. This technique can be used on both the front and backsides of a play to dirourage pursuit. The

block puts two offensive linemen on two defenders, a defensive down lineman and a linebacker. The

decision on which lineman blocks which defender is determined by the reaction of the defenders. Any

two offensive linemen may execute the scoop block. A good example involves the center and the back-

side guard blocking the nose guard and the backside linebacker. Typically, the situation when a scoop

may be employed is when the playside blocker is covered by a down lineman and the backside blocker is

uncovered (Diagram A).

O

7.

翼
。

B

Diagram A
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It is imperative that the two offensive linemen secure their playside gaps. Prior to the snap, the

/'

blocker must anticipate the worst case scenario by expecting the defender to slant or angle on every play.

I To prevent this, the blocker must step with the appropriate foot to protect his playside Bap responsibiliry

on every play (Diagram B and C).

DiagramB DiagrnmC,

There are two types of scoop blocks, the regular or power scoop and the slip scoop. In the power

scoop, the covered lineman will engage the defensive lineman on him and then work up to the line-

backer, if the uncovered lineman can overtake his block. If the defender angles hard to the playside gap,

the covered lineman will stay on the block and the uncovered man will work up to the linebacker. When

executing the slip scoop, the covered man will try to avoid the defensive lineman and escape to the

linebacker. The uncovered lineman will make every effort to block the defensive lineman.

The Pouter Scoop

Point of Aim for the Covered Lineman: The playside armpit of the down lineman.

1.. The near foot steps at a 4Sdegree angle up and out. Teach the blocker to think of stepping "knee

to gap:'

2. The second step should bisect the crotch of the defender.

3. Drive through the playside armpit of the down lineman with the backside fist, forearm and

shoulder.

B*4 B,
, ,.Y) i

d(
O

4. Key the down lineman:

B
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(a)Ifthe defender plays the block straight on′ the blocker will drive hin■ off the ball.

(b)The blocker rnust keePs hiS ShOulders square and Pressure the deFender with the backside

hand′ foreallll and shoulder. He will controlthe defender Ⅵnth his PlaySide hand and

foreallll′ preSSing the defender in an attemptto turn his shoulders.

(c)Once he feels pressure from the uncovered lineman′ he win lraintain contact until he sees the

linebacker. He will then release to the linebacker. Itis irnPortant to emphasize to the covered

man that he must never slip offto the linebacker unleSs he feels the pressure frorn the uncov

ered man and sees the linebacker.

(d)If the defensive lineman angles playside′ the covered man will maintain contact and drive

llimヴfthe ball gaining depth and widh.

(e)Ifthe defender angles away′ the blocker should hand check the defendeL pushing him

toward the uncovered lnan′ then continue to the linebacker.

Coachi:Iュ POint: In the power scoop′ itis essential that the covered rnan lnust not avoid contact,He

must get a piece ofthe defensive lineman to check his lnomentum′ thereby helPing the uncOvered

man secure his block.

Remember: The down linelrlan is the greatest threatto the play′ so he mustbe s― red before the

linёbacker can be blocked.

Point of Aim forthe l」 ncovered Lineman: Point of ailn is the belt buckle of the down lineman.

1. The uncovered rrtan should cut down his split slig、 tly tOward the covered lrlan.

2. Take a lateral step with the near foot′ pointing the big toe atthe belt buCkle ofthe down lineT

man.

3.  Key the reaction ofthe down lineman. The blocker rnust rrtaintain a low Pad level′ staying as

low as he wasin his stance.

(a) If the defender plays it straight, the blocker will continue on a course to drive through the

belt buckle of the down lineman.
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(b)Rip the backside arm through and work to get playside position on the defender.

(c) Knock the covered man off the linebacker.

(d)If the down lineman angles to the covered man, he will drive block the playside hip of the

down lineman and rip up through the playside number. Get movement off the ball.

(e) If the defender angles away from him, he will continue upfield for the linebacker.

In series 1, the uncovered lineman blocks the defensive lineman.

In series 2, the uncovered lineman blocks the linebacker.

Series l l

Series 2  1

ゝヾ     、   ・
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The Slip Scoop

Purpose: The slip scoop is a variation of the roop block, the major difference being that the covered,man

will attempt to avoid the down lineman and exape to the linebacker.

Point of Aim for the Covered Man: The covered man will step to a point 8 inches beyond the playside

knee of the down lineman.

1. Step up at a 30-degree angle 8 inches beyond the playside knee of the down lineman.

2. The second step should be a crossover step.

3. Dip the backside shoulder and rip the backside forearm and shoulder through to avoid the

defensive lineman and make a clean escape ("step, dip, rip").

4. The goal is to block the linebacker.

5. If the covered man feels pressure from the defender trying to cross his face, he must block him

to insure the playside gap.

6. If there is no pressure, the covered man will continue to the backer and. cut him or drive block

the playside number.

Point of Aim for the Uncovered Lineman: Point of aim is 4 inches above the playside knee of the down

defender.

1. The first step is a lateral step with the big toe pointing at the far hand of the down lineman.

2. The second step is a crossover aiming for a point 4 inches above the playside knee. The shoul-

ders are almost parallel to the sideline.

, 3. Dip the backside shoulder and rip the forearm through the playside knee.

4. The blocker must get his head and shoulders past the defender's playside

5. Once contact is made, the blocker will scramble on all fours, working the defender upfield.

FTHACA COLLEGE LIBRARY
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6. If the defender slants across the covered man's face, the uncovered man will continue upfield for

the linebacker.

The series of photographs below demonstrates the slip scoop.

The HornBlock

Purpose: The horn block is used to block a loose playing linebacker either inside or outside the block of

the blocker's adjacent outside lineman. This will enable the uncovered playside lineman to block the

playside linebacker after the defense has made a commitment. The horn is most commonly employed by

the playside guard and tackle when facing a 50 defense. Problems develop when the linebacker is

flowing too fast for the uncovered man to pick him up with a normal drive block or if the covered man is

driving his man to the inside and the uncovered man gets caught up while tr)rlng to get to the linebacker.

The horn block will allow the uncovered lineman to step back laterally to key the covered man's block
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and then attack the linebacker accordingly (Diagram A and B).

B_

Diagran A 
I

Diagrarn B 
i

Point of Aim for the Covered Man: The middle of the numbers of the defensive lineman.

1. Execute the drive block on the defensive lineman; the blocker must take him wherever he goes.

2. 
.He 

must create movement if the defender plays straight.

3. The blocker must change directions quickly if the defender slants.

4. He must never allow penetration.

5. Once movement has been created, the block must be sustained.

Point of Aim for the Uncovered Man: Dependent upon reaction of defender.

1. Recognize the depth of the linebacker:

(a) Is he coming forward on a blitz?

(b)Is he deep so he can react and scrape?

2. If the linebacker's alignment is tight (i.e., closer than the defensive tackle's feet), fire off on the

snap and drive block the man.

3. If the linebacker is playing back, "key the knee" of the defensive lineman aligned on the covered

man, using proper footwork. 
.

4. Step laterally and back with the playside foot. Keep the shoulders as square as possible.

(a)When goingHght, step at a 5 o'clock angle.

▽
③
Ｏ

▽ ▽
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(b)When going left, step at a 7 o'clock angle.

Quickly bring the inside foot back so that it is parallel to the playside foot.

"Key the knee" of the defensive Iineman.

(a) If the knee comes toward the uncovered man:

(i) Push off the inside foot and step toward the far hip of the covered man with the playside

foot "push toward the read."

(ii) Place the playside hand on the outside hip of the covered man. This will keep the

uncovered man on a tight course with the shoulders parallel to the line of scrimmage.

Linebacker are taught to scrape tight off the tail of their defensive lineman, so it is

essential that the uncovered man maintain a tight course. If the uncovered man is too

wide, the linebacker can beat him through the inside gap.

(iii) If the linebacker is scraping wide or if a defensive end is pinching also, the blocker will

go around the tight end's block (Diagram C).

(iv) The blocker must be ready to challenge the linebacker one-on-one if he fills or to kick him

out if he scrapes too wide.

５
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Diagram C



Series 1: The uncovered lineman goes around the covered lineman.

O)If the near knee of the defender does not come toward the blocker, his third step will be

directly upfield. He will come up inside the down lineman and drive block the defender.

series 2: The uncovered lineman goes inside the covered lineman

|
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PULL】NG TECHNIQUES

I   Pdlhgお
a conunon tech灘 que used in almost everyり pe of Ofた nse.ne guardぉ the hneman whoお

rrequired to pull most frequently. On occasion, the tackle is also used to pull. The only member of the

I ''' -, offensive line who will seldom if ever pull is the center. There are several purposes for pulling. One

[ ._ . reason is to get more people to the point of attack. Another is to get a better blocking angle on a de-

fender, and a third is to take advantagb of an overaggressive defensive lineman with a blindside block.

There are basically four types of pulls that we will examine:

1. Flat pull

1    2.Pull and Lead

[         3. Counter Trey

4. Trap

These basic steps and arm motions will be the same for all of these blocks. The course and point of aim

will be different in each case and will be covered in the sections dealing with the individual techniques.

B asi c P ulling T echni qu e

1. Shift the weight back slightl/, but not enough to tip the intentions to the defense.

2. Mentally shift most of the weight to the foot opposite the direction of the pull. "Dig in" with the

big toe.

- 3. Keep the head up and the eyes focusing straight ahead. The blocker should not be looking in

- 
the direction he is going to pull until the ball is snapped (Photo A).

| 4. On the snap count, pivot on the ball of the backside foot and drive off the same leg.

_n 5. As the blocker is driving off the back leg, he will take a short directional step at the same time

with the lead foot to open his hips (Photo B).

.lt
6. Rip the elboiry of the lead arm back beyond the hip at the same time that the lead step is being

taken.

7. Thrust the backside fist out in front of the body in the direction of the pull.

78
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(a) The action of the lead and backside arm will get the shoulders turned as rapidly as possible

in the direction of the pull.

8. Whip the eyes and head in the direction of the pull.

9. The blocker will only be able to run once he gets his shoulders over his knees. Instruct the

' player to "slide the chest over the lead knee." (Photo C)

10. The player must run in a low position which will enable him to be in a position to hit at all

times.

11. The cardinal rule when pulling is to never allow an unblocked defender to cross the face of a

pulling blocker. The last picture in this series depicts a player who has stepped toward the line of

scrimmage. He cannot open his hips properly and is forced to "roll around" his lead step (Photo D).

Photo B

Photo D
Photo C

Photo A l
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The Flat Pull Kick or Log)

Purpose: To enable the guard to pull and block the end man on the line of rrimmage.

1. Follow the basic pulling technique.

2. Locate the defender to be blocked on the first step.

3. Pull flat down the line of scrimmage, no deeper than the original depth of the heels of the

offensive linemen.

4. Block the end man on the line of scrimmage by keying his reaction.

(a) If his shoulders Eue square to the line of scrimmage and he has closed down with the down

block,log him inside by blocking his outside number (Diagram A);

(b)If he gets penetration upfield or widens, kick him out by blocking through his inside num-

ber. The blocker must accelerate his feet to get them out of the hole (Diagram B).

Diagrarn A i Diagran B

Pull and Lead

Purpose: This block is used on the outside running plays such as the srveep to enable the frontside guard

to get up the field to block the first support (usually an outside linebacker or a strong safety).

1. Follow the basic pulling technique.

Z. The blocke/s path should be upfield just behind the heels of the offensive tackle and tight end.

Run at full speed.

3. Dip the inside shoulder when turning upfield, "grab the grass'"

-g
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4. The blocker should attempt to run the defender over if possible, rather than cut block him.

5. The point of aim should be the bottom of the numbers.

6. If the defender is flowing fast and the blocker cannot run him over, then he should chop block

the defender by leaving his feet.

(a) Point of aim is 4 inches above the defender's playside knee.

(b)Be close enough to step on the defende/s toes before exploding through the playside thigh.

(c) Explode through the playside thigh with the backside shoulder.

(d)Once contact is made, concentrate on uncoiling.

(e) The blocker should leave his feet by snapping his knees out as he explodes through the

playside thigh.

(0 Finish the block by scrambling on all fours.

The Pull and Lead

The Counter Trey

Purpose: This block will get more men to the point of attack. The backside guard will pull and block the

end man on the line of scrimmage. He will kick him out or log him in depending uPon his reaction. The

tackle will pull and block the defender responsible for force, and his path will depend on the block of the

guard.

A. Procedure for the Guard.

1. Follow the basic pulling technique.

2. Locate the defender to be blocked on the first step'

▽
③
Ｏ

B
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3. Pull flat down the line of scrimmage, no deeper than the original depth of the heels of the

offensive linemen.

4. Block the end man on the line of scrimmage by keying his reaction

(a) If his shoulders are square to the line of scrimmage and he has closed down with the down

block, log him in by drive blocking his outside number (Diagram A).

(b)If he gets penetration upfield or widens, kick him out by blocking through his inside num-

ber(Diagram B).

Diagran A 
I

B. Procedure for the Tackle

Diagram B

1. Follow the basic pulling technique, except the tackle will Iose ground slightly.

2. Find the pulling guard.

3. The tackle should gain depth until he is a yard deeper than the guard and a yard to a yard and a

half behind him. The reason for this is two-fold:

(a) If there is penetration along the line of scrimmage and the guard is tripped up, the tackle can

. clear the pile. If the tackle can clear the pile rather than be toppled in a domino effect, there is

still a chance for success.

(b)By being deeper than the guard, the tackle can get a view of the defensive pursuit and locate

the defender that he will most likely block ("Get the big picture").
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4. Determine the path to the force by keying the guard's block on the end man of the line of

scrimmage.

(a) If the guard has logged his man, turn up outside of the block.

(b)If the guard has kicked his man out, turn up inside the block.

5. Once clear of the guard's block, locate the defender to be blocked looking from inside out.

6. Determine how to block the defender by his pursuit angle.

(a) If he flies upfield, kick him out (Series 1).

(b)If he comes under control, engage him and seal him to the inside (Series 2).

senes l
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Series 2

The Trap Pull

Purpose: The trap is used to lure a hard charging defender into penetrating across the line of scrimmage

by not blocking him with the bloclier aligned opposite him. The block comes from an offensive lineman

who pulls from the opposite side of the line and makes contact from the blind side.

1. Follow the basic pulling technique.

2. Locate the defender to be trapped on the first step.

3. Gain ground into the line of scrimmage and strive for an inside-out position on the defender.

(a) Teach the blocker to make his course right behind the feet of the offensive linemen as they

leave the line. This will put him in a perfect inside-out trap position. Point out that the feet

of the leaving offensive linemen are deeper as he goes down the line, so his course must be

deeper into the line.

4. The initial point of aim is just above the defender's hip.

1

‐
1
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5. Kick the defender out with a drive block of a near shoulder block.

(a)When using a near shoulder block, the blocker should be taught to hit with the same shoul-

der as the direction in which he is pulling, "pull right, hit right," "pull left, hit left."

(b)The blocke/s head should always be on the defender's upfield hip. "Get the head in the

hole." This way the defender will not be able to roll out of the block into the hole.

6. Once contact is made, the blocker must get movement. 'Block through the man, not to the

*ul,' The blocker must not leave his feet in the hole.

7. If the defender pinches to the inside or is aligned so tight that he cannot be trapped, the blocker

will log him by using a reach block.

8. If the defender has penetrated to such a great depth that he is no longer a factor in the play, the

blocker will turn up through the hole and lead the ball carrier.

Series 1 demonstrates a trap versus an even front with a gap step block by the center and an influence

pull by the right guard.
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Series 2 demonstrates a trap versus an odd front, with a double team by the center and the right guard

on the nose guard.

Ser■es



PASS PROTECTION

hiroduction

To maintain consistency in a passing offense, each individual involved in pass protection must play a

vital role in the effectiveness of protecting the passer. Every offensive player must not only work indi-

vidually, but collectively as one well coordinated unit. Every offensive player in one way or another is an

integral part of the pass protection system. The receivers, by running well-timed, precise routes, enable

the quarterback to throw within the protection time allowed by his offensive linemen. The quarterback,

, by settihg to throw in the correct position for the type of protection called, allows the offensive linemen to

know where the pass will be thrown from and channel rushers away from that point. The running backs

are important as blitz blockers. Every blitz must be picked up. The backs also serve as "safety valve"

receivers to whom the quarterback can dump the ball off when under a heavy rush. 
'For 

the passer to

throw the ball with any degree of accuracy, he must be free of harassment from any opponent and should

be able to see downfield. To accomplish this the blockers must provide a clear area between themselves

and the passer. From a psychological standpoint, good pass protection is critical to offensive confidence

and success, and good pass protection begins with the offensive line.

Pass protection is the offensive lineman's greatest challenge. From a technical standpoint, it is perhaps

the most difficult phase of the game to master because it is so unnatural. However, pass blocking can be

taught and developed to a much greater degree than any other phase of football. This can only be

accomplished through hard work and attention to detail. The offensive lineman must be able to perform

this fundamental skill under the most adverse conditions when everyone in the stadium knows the

offense is going to pass.

The offensive lineman must possess a dogged determination to succeed and take great pride in his

ability to protect the passer. Pass protection in its simplest form can be reduced to the offensive lineman's

having more desire to keep his man off the passer than the defender has to get to the passer. All the

technique in the world cannot help him if he does not have the burning desire to get the job done. He

87
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must refuse to be beaten. Good offensive linemen'are "stubborn" but intelligent people.

How is success measured for the pass blockers? There are three areas of emphasis that give blockers

' goals towards which to strive.

1. The number of interceptions the quarterback throws. Most interceptions are caused by batted

balls or hurried throws, which are a result of poor protection.

2. The number of times the quarterback is forced to scramble from the passing point. The ball is

supposed to be thrown from a specific point at a specific time and any deviation from this, caused by

poor protection, usually results in a bad play.

3. The number of times the quarterback is sacked behind the line of scrimmage attempting to pass.

Some sacks are caused by great pass coverage, but most result from poor protection.

Common Causes of Pass ProtectionBrcakdowns

When a blocker evaluates himself to determine why he broke down on pass protection, he will prob-

ably find that he made one or more of the following mistakes:

1. Failure to get set quickly.

2. Poor foot work, which results in poor blocking position.

3. Overaggressiveness. T.Fng to initiate contact rather than being patient.

4. Dropping the head and losing his balance.

5. Feet too wide, with the toes pointing out,losing mobility.

6. Straightening the knees will also cause the blocker to lose mobility.

7. Turning the shoulders parallel to the sideline, thus giving the rusher an inside lane to the passer.

8. Raising the elbows, giving the rusher "handles" to grasp.

9. Honoring outside fakes.

10. Giving ground too rapidly.

11. Being surprised by a change in the rusher's technique.

12. lack of concentration.
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13. Allowing the rusher to keep his hands on him rather than knocking them off.

, 1,4. Failure to squeeze the wide rusher to the outside.

15. Allowing the inside rusher to turn the blocker's inside shoulder.

16. Not concentrating on the aiming point, which is the bottom of the defende/s numbers. The

' blocker then becomes vulnerable to head and shoulder fakes.

17. Bending at the waist instead of the knees.

G ener al P a s s Pr ot e cti on G ui deline s

1. Get s€t up quickly into a good fundamental position with the knees bent, head up and, the body

under control. If the defender contacts the blocker who is still leaning back to set up, he'll have the

advantage.

2. Know where the passing spot or launch point is on each play. The blocker must know which

side to favor as well as how deep he can be without interfering with the pass.

3. Make contact with the defender at or near the line of scrimmage. The guard's shoulders should

be parallel to the line of scrimmage. The tackle's shoulders may be at a slight angle but never parallel to

the sidelines.

4. Unless it is an aggressive pass, let the rusher make the first commitment. Being overanxious or

overaggressive will lead to breakdowns. Be "patiently aggressive."

5. In preparation to meet the defende/s charge, the blocker must keep the center of his body

directly between the rusher and the passer. "Cover his numbers with your numbers."

, 5. The blocker must follow any commitrnent he makes by immediately fighting to regain funda-

mental position.

7. The blocker must never let the rusher get into his body and force him into an upright position.

If the blocker stands upright, he will lose leverage and balance and be unable to control the rusher. If he

is unable to get away from the rusher, he must give ground grudgingly and work his body down low

again into a good fundamental position.
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8. It is better to give ground grudgingly, while still maintaining position, than to overcommit and

lose the defender too quickly.

9. If the defender tries to pull or jerk him, the blocker should maintain leverage with his hands,

hitting up and through the breast plate. The blocker should lock out his arms, stagger the feet and sit

down. "If he pulls, you push and sit."

10. The blocker should always slide or shuffle his feet quickly, using power steps to regain position.

The more his feet are in contact with the ground, yet still moving, the faster he is able to push off the

ground when reacting to the rusher. Hopping should be avoided. "Grab the grass with your feet."

11. The blocker must keep his knees bent, head up, and chin back. This will prevent him from

overextending. The body follows the head.

12. If no rusher comes, the blocker becomes a "f.ree protector," and he should not remain near the

line of scrimmage. The blocker must get enough depth to pick up a delayed rusher or help pick up an

escaping rusher. "Be busy."

13. When picking up an escaping rusher, "stick him." Let him know he's been hit.

14. The blocker must never quit until he hears the whistle. "Stay after your man."

15. The blocker must carry out his assignment alone. He must never depend o., u f."" man to pick

up his man.

15. When blocking a linebacker or a deep back blitzing, the blocker must remember that they are

usually smaller and more agile than a big lineman. They will almost invariably try to juke or outmaneu-

ver the blocker rather than allow him to take them on. The blocker must be aware of this fundamental

difference as he prepares to block them. It is helpful to meet a blitzing linebacker or deep back at or near

the line of scrimmage where there is less room to maneuver.

17. The blocker must never lose his poise if he breaks down once. He must analyze his technique

and that of his opponent to correct his error (e.g., Did I shut my eyes? Was my head down? Did I bend

at the waist? What did he do to cause the breakdown?).

|)
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18. The blocke/s ability to accurately analyze his technique cannOt be overemphasized. He rnust be

ne対ble as tO his lnethod of attack, If he is being beaten using one rnethod′ he rnust make some changes.

l   HoweveL he must have confidence thatif he executes his tttiques prOperly′ he ⅥAH handle hislnan an

excellent percentage of the time. The blocker rnust always have a pHrnary and atleast one secondary

i   plan that he can employ. He should never rely on only onetttique or PIan Ofaction.

19。 While itis understood thatthe blocker can only hold off the defender fOr a lirnited Pe=Od Of

tilne′ the blocker rnust accept the resporlsibility of pro宙 ding whatever time necesstt tO getthe ban off.

He lnust never use the excuse■ at he had his lnan long enough if the quarterback iQsacked.

20. The offensive lineman IInust remember that PaSS protection is somedling that he rnust think

aぢOut and wOrk on aslong as he playsfootball.

Pass Prο ″ε′′0た TgttFF"ο :o鉗

Aコ唱LL The width and depth ofthe kick step to the outsideo The toe and heel ofthe kick step should be

north― south(perpendicular to the line of scHrnlnage)so the shoulders do notturn as the blocker works to

the outside.

…

.DFOpping the inside or outside foot′ which tums he blockers shOulders′ creaing a″ soft

shoulder′
″
which gives the rusher a direct route to the passer.

Beat Around the Comer.When the rusher gets Pastthe blocker to the outside. Thisis usually caused by

bailing out to the outside′ givlng a soft shoulder and using a Poor angle to getto the intersection between

the rusher and the passer.

晦 The S01id Collision two blockers should feel when they sMntch lnen on twists。

Circle Move. When a defender makes an odtside move′ trying to beatthe blocker to the outside. An

uPfield lnove from an outside position should be treated as a drcle.

Counter Hand. Usually the outside hand held at eye levelto counter the outside shoulder swats or grabs

by a defender.                             '

Duck Position.The combinationofcoaching points used to keep the blockerin anoverexaggerated
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breakdown POSition′ so he will notlean. Head and shoulders back′ butt down′ etc. The biggO,t rniStake

blockers makeis not staying in the duck PoSidOn when working fOrthe wide rusher.

Feelers. Use both hands to feel whatis corrung from the defenderin the way of Pass rush lnoves.

Five‐Yard Area. As the offensive tackle is working to getto the intersection to the outside and the rusher

tHes to beat the blocker upfield′ eventually the rusher un be 5 yards upfield frOm the initialline of

scrirr― ge. At that point′ the tackle can tum his shoulder′ kick the outside foot back′ and ride the rusher

around to the outside. Up unti1 5 yards′ the blocker should keeP his shOulders square to the line of

scrlHlmge.

Force the Switch.When the blockerrecognitts a twistshnt because his man loops away from him and

around the defender on his adiaCent blocker′ he mustforce the collision with his Parher.This collision

will bump his Parmer Offto pick up the looping defender while he takes over the Partners b10ck。 (Coach―

ing Point:The blocker whose rnan loops rnust make a call″ switch″ or′ rX″ tO alert his partner that he win

be forcing the switch).

Funnel, The technique of he blocker who hasthe penetrating defenderin a tvЛ st shnto When he hears

″
switch′

′
or rX′

″he rnustfunnel or escortthe defenderto llis Partner to rnake sure the switch occurs. He

must never leave his man until he feels the collision.

Crabo A call used by the blocker who has the penetrating defenderin a twist stunt when the rusher grabs

hirn′ not a1lowing the switch to occur.

―

・When he inside foot moves before the outside foot hits the ground.

Intersection, When the blocker reaches a point where he has one half ofthe defender from inside out

without turning his shoulders. The blocker should be outside′ knee to the defender′ s crotch. The wider

and faster the defender′ the deeper the intersection point will occur.

Tam.The stHke or punch Phase ofthe block.The hands should be held at eye level before ia― ing. The

blocker willjam uP and thrOugh the defenders breast plate.

The linemen willstep foward and iam ratherttan take a normal Pass Set.Used on
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quick or play action PasSes.

.When ia― in&the b10Cker must not bury his head.He mustexP10de up with the
l

hands wheniamming′ thЮwing he head back on contact.

… 

…

・ The direction of the outside or set foot.The foot will be kicked ovё r and back to get one half

_,   ofthe defender when he isin an outside shade.

'    Iエコn‐]L延重ニュgo When the upper body tips forward and the blocker can no longer movelaterally or

vertically because of his forward momentum.A′ leaner′ will make up the distance to block a rusher by

leaning fopward and hitting vnth the head′ ra■er than kicking one rnOre step to getin PrOper POsitiOn to

〕am・            ｀

Lift Him Offthe Cround.On heiam′ Strike up′ nOt Out.Cet good leverage on the defender to lnake

hinl restart his charge.

LQQp. When a defender drcles back on the defensive line of scnlrmage to anow anOther defender to

penetrate.
【

Lockoutt Both a..1ls irnmediately lock or stiffen on contact wi■ the rusher.The blocker cannot deliver a

powerful blow ifthe lockout comes to soon.

One Halfthe Man. When a defenderis shaded inside or outside′ the blocker need only to take away half

ofhim Ⅵ鳳h the first step′ whether rnoving the set f(x)t ёr the postfoot.

‐ Post Foot. The inside foot. The postfootrnust be up and the setfoot back when pass blocking.

| _P6st Knee.The knee ofthe inside or postfoot.It must be bent with good PoWer―
producing angles so the

i  blockercanmovequickly when adjusting to arusher′ s charge.

ロ
デ PQ」」量コ圏撃

=.The foot POSition when setting。

…

・ POunding the postf(x)tinto the ground while FnOVing laterally to defeat an inside rnOve.
,ド

Theba1l of he foot mustbe dHven hard into the groun4.The b10cker must not overstHde when POWer

stepping.

Sttpュ菫重量コ1. After reaching the intersection and iarrming the defendeL back straight Ofι  keeping on the
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sallne angle.The blocker must nOt back in toward the PaSSer′ nor should he tum his shoulders.

Set Foot.The outside foot.

:

ShuFne.Sliding the inside foot first when tη rng to gain speed to getto the intersection.

」 Shift the璽珈受.Changing the weightfrOm One side to the other by shifung the hips over the knee the

口́  blocker wiH push off witht The blocker rnust not open the knees. He rnust keep thenl perpendicular to

the line of scrillwlage.

Slide. Usually the post foot slides to half the distance the setfoot has kick stepped to the outside. The

post foot slides after the kick steP.

:   Soft Shouldero When a blocker bails outto the outside orinside′ his shoulder is easier for the defender to

collapse or tum.This gives the rusher a directline to the quarterback.

コ翠国直Ω国L When the postfoot and the setfoot are too wide′ there v鳳1lbe nO POWer.The blocker must

get back to a power position to jam.

量聾二.The blocker will Sink his butt as he is establishing the post foot and mo宙 ng the set foot′ to keep

himselflow.

I  StretCh・

The blocker must keep moving with his lran as he moves.He must maintain the one half ofthe

man reladorlship.The blocker must not drop to the outside foot′ tuming the shoulderS・ Kick the outside

foot over and back butlose ground to gain Position.

呻 ・The pOint of eye focus to help keep the proper relationship to the rusher.The slrallest area on

i   the rushersierscy′ generally the botton■ ofthe numbers.The blocker rnust no lose his targeto Do not

focus on the big picture.

ぃ コ量山鴫却壁ユ
=L The blocker must strike with PЮ

per dming when blocking a rusher.If he stHkes too

soon′ his a111ls will already be fully extended on contact and he will″ catch″ the defender rather than

f
deliver a blow. If he strikes too late′ the defender will already have his hands on the blocker′ easily

defeating him. The blocker should wait until he can deliver a 6-inch Punch up and through the defender.

Tuck■ e Chin ln.The blocker musttly to pull his chin back into his throat′ as in bench pressing′ to keep
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the head and shoulders back. This will be an isometric contraction.

Work the Line. When the offensive tackle Bets to the intersection and the defender has not reached 5

yards upfield, the blocker should jam the rusher with good inside-out position and separate straight back.

, The line does not occur until the intersection point. The line is an imaginary line perpendicular to the line

- of scrimmage. It begins at the intersection and continues back to the goal line. The rusher must not be

allowed inside this line, This concept is used to help the offensive tackle understand the necessity of

maintaining the width of the pocket.

The Passing Area

The goal in drop-back protection is to create a clean pocket, free of defenders, from which the quarter-

back can operate. This area is referred to as the "passing area" or "no man's zone." While this statement

may appear obvious, it is the first principle that the offensive lineman must understand in order to

become an effective pass blocker. It is helpful to paint the boundaries of the passing area on the practice

field in the area where the offensive line does its individual drills. This can be done during Preseason

practice to facilitate learning (Diagram A).

There are several points which must be understood:

' ,1.. It is the duty of the offensive linemen to prevent penetration into the passing area.

2. The passing area is an area from a depth of 3 to 9 yards, with the outside shoulders of the

offensive tackles forming the edge of the pocket.

3. The guards and center are responsible for maintaining the depth of the pocket. The tackles are

responsible for the width.

o 4. The area outside of the passing area will be referred to as the combat area.

5. The tackles should never turn their shoulders before three-yards depth on a five-step drop and 5

+
yards on a seven-steP droP.

No matter what the teaching approach, the linemen must understand that absolutely no one (with the

exception of the quarterback) must ever set foot in this area. If the coach fails to convey this message, it
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won't matter what techniques are taught. With this concept understood, we can now proceed to the

techniques of individual pass proteclion.

〇 〇 〇 〇 〇

Diagram A

P ass Protecti on Techni qu es

The Stance

The proper stance for an offensive lineman was discussed previously, but it must be emphasized that a

blocker must always use the same stance. An adjustnent in stance that gives away the blocker's intention

to pass block gives the advantage to the defense. However, the blocker should mentally shift his weight

to his push fbot and "curl his toes into the grass," so he is prepared to make his initial step when getting

set.

Boily Position

A pass blocker's success depends upon his abilify to move from his stance to his set position. He must

move into this position as quickly as possible. The proper sehrp will put the blocker in a good position to

block his man. Most of the pass protectoy's problems stem from improper weight balance and body

position in the set. Ideally, the set position is maintained until the pass is thrown'

1. The feet must maintain a staggered relationship, with the inside foot always being the front or

post footand the back foot being considered the stagger foot. The feet are shoulder-width apart in a toe'

heel relationship. The toes are pointed forward in order to permit maximum Power to be exerted from

within the framework of the body and to keep the shoulders parallel to the line of scrimmage.

Combat Areal

Passing Areal
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2. The knees are bent with the hips pulled back and toward the post knee. In order to maintain

proper balance, the post knee must be positioned over the toes of the post foot, otherwise the weight will

be back on the heels and it will be harder for the blocker to push off in any direction. The angle of the

knee bend is determined by the greatest anticipated threat. If the defender is aligned close to the blocker

and power is the main concern, the protector must strive for maimumlcruebend. If the opponent is

aligned wide and speed to the intersection is the major concern, the protector must assume a more erect

position.

3. The back is arched with the chest, shoulders and chin pulled as far back as balance will permit.

This position of the upper torso is critical, as it prevents the blocker from being pulled forward.

4. The blocke/s head should be at the same level as the rusher's numbers.

5. The hands are held open and close together, with the elbows bent until the jam is initiated.

A front and side宙 ew of the set are pictured below.

Setting Squarely

The footwork for setting up squarely on the defender is determined by the opponen(s alignment' The

concept of having a variety of pass sets is designed to tell the blocker what initial movement he should

make on the snap to put himself in the best possible position to block his man. The blocker's set position

prior to contact must be in a direct line between the defender and the quarterback'
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There are four basic ways in which a defender can align himself in relation to the blocker.

1. The inside shade or inside eye alignment. The rusher aligns himself so that his outside eye is

aligned opposite the blocker's inside eye.

2. The hend up alignmenf. The defender is aligned "nose to nose" with the blocker.

3. The outside shade or outside eye alignmenf. The rusher aligns with his inside eye directly opposite

the blocker's outside eye.

4. Thewide alignment. The rusher is aligned outside the blocker's lineup position, with no part of

his body aligned opposite that of the blocker's.

We will now discuss the proper set for each alignment, beginning with the inside shade.

If the defender is in an inside shade alignment, the blocker must take a lateral power step with the

post foot followed by a slide with the stagger or set foot. This set is referred to as a power slide and is the

most difficult of the techniques (Photo A). The shortest route to the quarterback is to the inside and the

defender is in good position to penetrate to the inside by his alignment. It is suggested that coaches

design their protection schemes so as to give help to the protector whose opponent is aligned in an inside

technique.

If the opponent is in a head

Photo A

up alignmen! the blocke/s first move must be a short power slide. This
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movement is referred to as a jabslide (Photo B). Even though the defender is in a head up alignment, the

blocke/s first move is to the inside. The reason for this-is that the defender can easily penetrate to the

inside from a head up alignment.

. Photo B

If the defender is in an outside shade alignment, the blocker does not need to'move laterally as he is

already in position to take away the inside rush. He will drop his foot back about 6 inches, then he will

move his inside foot to keep balance. This technique is referred to as the drop set or quick sef (Photo C).

Photo C
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If the opponent uses a wide alignment, the blocke/s movement is referred to as the kbk slide (Photo

D). The stagger foot kicks over and back and the inside foot slides. The blocker must kick slide until he

intercepts the opponent. The depth of the kick is determined by the opponen/s speed and his relative

width from the blocker. The further away the rusher is, the steeper the angle the blocker will take to

intercept him (Photo E).

Photo D Photo E

In all of these sets, it is important for the blocker to keep his shoulders parallel to the line of rrimmagc

as long as possible and not allow himself to be turned by the defender. If the blocker can keep his shoul-

ders from being tumed, he will be better able to react to his opponents' different pass rush techniques.

Another important factor for the blocker is that he be able to maintain the post-stagger relationship

with his feet. He must be able to power slide versus the inside rush and kick slide versus the outside

rush. The post-stagger relationship provides better balance and mobility than does a parallel stance.

Jamming

This is probably the most d.ebated pass protection fundamental. Many coaches advocate the immedi-

ate lockout of ihe arms, but this creates two problems. First, relatively little power can be generated by

taking on an opponent in a pre-extended position. second, a good pass rusher will use the blocke/s arrns
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The preferred rnethod is to hold the hands closer to the body to avoid being grabbed′ until the rusher

is close enough to initiate the jam. The timing of the jam is of critical importance in delivering a powerful

blow. If the blocker initiates the jam too early, his arms will already be locked out at contact and he will

"catch" the rusher rather than deliver a blow (Photo A). If the blocker waits too long to initiate the jam,

the rusher will be into the blocker's body and be able to grab the blocker and throw him aside (Photo B).

Photo A Photo B

The jam must have sufficient power to stun the opponent and force him to restart or reroute his rush.

The head and shoulders are thrown back simultaneously with the jam to prevent the rusher from grab-

bing the blocker's shoulder pads.

Routes the Rusher CanTake to the Quarterback

There are only three routes the defender can take to rush the passer. He can go inside, outside or right

over the blocker.

The goal of the offensive lineman is to keep all pass rushers in front of him regardless of the route they

take. Let us now examine how to stop each of the three rushes'

1. The lnsideRush. This is the most dangerous of the three rushes because the inside route is the

rushe/s shortest path to the passer. when the rusher takes the inside route, the blocker will employ the

Power slide technique. As the rusher starts inside, the blocker will power slide to the inside, keeping his
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shoulders parallel to the line of scrimmage as long as possible. When the rusher begins to cross the

blocker's face, the blocker will now change from a pass block to a drive block. The blocker will now

drive his head across the front of the rusher and ram his far shoulder and forearm into the rushels near

number and drive him into the pile.

2. The Outside Rush. When the rusher chooses the outside route, the blocker has the advantage of

having more time in which to react. The blocker must be careful not to commit himself too soon to

blocking the outside rusher and then getting beaten to the inside. As the rusher starts to the outside, the

Uf*t., will kick slide to the outside to get width while keeping his shoulders parallel to the line of

scrimmage. The blocker will "squeezr-" the rusher from the inside out, causing him to rush in as wide an

arc as possible. The blocker will keep a foot-to-crotch relationship with the rusher as he squeezes him.

However, he must still keep his weight over the post foot to avoid vulnerability to the inside move, as he

kick slides to the outside. When the rusher reaches the "point of no return," which is the point at which

the rushe/s depth of penetration and forward momentum make it almost impossible to change direction

and rush to the inside, the blocker will drop step with his outside foot and drive the defender out around

the passing point. If the defender reaches the point of no return and spins back to the inside underneath

the blocker, he must drop his inside foot back to a parallel position with his outside foot and pick up the

defender. Again, it cannot be overemphasized how important it is for the blocker to keep his shoulders

parallel to the line of scrimmage. When blocking the outside rusher, the blocker must never turn his

shoulders to the sideline unless he is in contact with the rusher and his head is to the upfield side of his

opponent. The blocker should always strive to maintain his shoulders parallel to the line of scrimmage as

long,as the rusher is a threat to his inside

3. The Head On or BullRush. When the rusher chooses the head on rush, he is trying to either run

the blocker over or drive him back into the quarterback. When the rusher is aligned in a head up align-

ment, the blocker must anticipate the possibility of a head on rush' The blocker must get set quickly

using either a iab slide or a quick set. when facing a head on rush, it is imperative that theblocker set on
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ment, the blocker must anticipate the possibility of a head on rush. The blocker must get set quickly

using either a jab slide or a quick set. When facing a head on rush, it is imperative that the blocker sef on

theline of scimmage so that the rusher cannot build as much momentum. Once the blocker delivers a

punch, he must slide and mirror the defender using his arms as "feelers" to provide information as to the

rusher's next move. He must be ready to handle an inside or outside rush. If the rusher begins to over-

power the blocker and he is losing ground fast, he must take a stand, as he cannot allow himself to be

driven back into the quarterback. The blocker must lockout his arms and drive the stagger knee toward

the ground. He will then give grudgingly. The blocker must keep his hips underneath him with his

weight always over his feet (Photo A).

Photo A

Pass RushTechniques anil Counters

There are four basic pass rush techniques that a defensive lineman will employ in an effort to defeat

the pass protector. They are the bull rush, which we have already covered, the swim technique, the rip

technique, and the spin technique.

1. The SuimTechnique. .When 
using the swim technique, the rusher will attempt to grab one of the

blocker,s shoulders with one arm and reach or "swim" over that shoulder with his other arm as he pulls

himself by the blocker. In a variation of this technique, he may strike a blow with his forearm to the

j-
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outside of the blocke/s wrist, driving the blocke/s arrn across his body. As this contact is made, the

rusher will swim over that shoulder with his other arm. To combat this, the blocker will lockout the arm

of the shoulder that is being grabbed and sink his hips. The blocker will drive his other hand up into the

armpit of the rusher and stand him up. Teach the blocker, '1f he grabs you, push and sit." To counter the

wrist-strike technique, the blocker must have his hands at eye level and use "fist and wrists" to knock the

rusher's hands away (Photo B).

Photo B

2.Tみ
`R夕

Tacた
"′

9夕ι.With this technique′ the rusher willlower his shoulder and drive it under the

aμ・lPit(either inside or outside)of the blocker′ while atthe saie time′ his arm willrip up and through′

lifting the blocker′ s shoulder as lnuch as possible.To counter this technique′ the blocker vЛ H clamp

down on the arm thatthe rusheris ripping widl′ using his arn■′and will put his other hand on the

rushers hip.From dlis position′ the blocker vnll∴ de the rusher to the outsideif he was ripping that way

or drive him intざ the pile if he Hpped inside(PhotO C and D).

_ Photo C I
PヽhOto D
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3. The SpinTechnique. In this technique, the rusher will start his rush in one direction in anattempt

to force the blocker to overcommit to that move, and then spin back in the other direction. The blocker

can counteract the spin move several ways:

(a) If the rusher spins quickly, the blocker will keep his hands on the rusher and maintain

contact with him (Photo E, F, and G).

(b)If the rusher is slow in his spin, the blocker will initiate a drire block and "put the rusher on

the ground."

(c) If the rusher spins away from the line of scrimmage, the blocker will recoil and set himself for

the rushe/s next move. In this situation, it is important for the blocker not to overcommit

since the defender is not a threat to the quarterback from his side of the line of scrimmage.

Photo F Photo C  '

Protecting Against a Defensiae Twist

A twist is when two defensive linemen cross as they rush the passer. There are two types of twist: a

quick twist and a delaYed twist.

A quick twist occurs when.two down linemen cross at or near the line of scrimmage' In a delayed

twist, the down linemen cross after rushing three or four steps. In each twist, one defender will penetrate

a specific gap while the other down lineman wiit loop behind him' The obiective of the twist is for one
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defender, who is penetrating, to occupy two blockers by forcing the blocker he is aligned on to a level

deep enough to "pick off" the other blocker. In this way, the looping defender will have an easier time

rushing the passer.

In protecting against either twist, it is important for both blockers to be in the same vertical plane. By

being on the same vertical plane, both blockers can switch without being picked off. To accomplish this,

both blockers must recognize when a twist situation exists. When two adjacent offensive linemen are

covered in a passing situation, a twist is possible. Whichever blocker recognizes.the twist situation must

alert his teammate with a line call. On the snap of the ball, both blockers will step back and toward one

another with the near foot (Photo A). By stepping back in this manner, the blockers will create space

between themselves and the defenders. This distance will give the blockers time to recognize the defend-

ers'intentions. This method is especially effective against the delayed twist because the distance between

the blockers and the defenders will cause the defenders to declare their intentions or "force their hand" so

to speak.

It is important for both blockers to communicate with one another to protect against the twist. The

loopman, or the blocker whose opponent loops behind Ns defensive teammate who is penetrating, must

identify the twist. The loopman knows that, if his opponent is looping in one direction, then there is

another defender penetrating in the opposite direction (Photo B). The loopman is the only person who

can see a twist, as the blocker who has the penetrator does not know whether his opponent is penetrating

on a twist or is simply slanting. When the loopman recognizes the twist, he must/orc e thi switch by

forcing a collision with his partner (PhotoC). This collision will bump his partner off to pick up the

looper while he takes over the penetrator from hi-s teammate (Photo D). The loopman must communicate

with his partner by calling out "switch" or 'X' to alert his partner that he will be forcing the switch.

.

When the blocker who has the penetrator hears "switch" or "X" he must/unnel, or escort the defender

to his partner to make sure the switch occurs. He must fight to keep his shoulders parallel to the line of

scrimmage as he escorts the penehator to his partner so that, when his teammate forces the switch, he



will be in good position to pick up the looper.

in Photo E.

707

He must never leave his rrhn until he feels the collision, as

Photo B PhotO c I

ゴiOtO D  l Photo E

In order to counteract the switch, many defensive coaches will have the penetrator grab the offensive

blocker so that the offense can not force the switch. To combat this, when one blocker is grabbed, he will

call ,,grab,',, and drive block the penetrator into the line. The other blocker, who is working switch, upon

hearing the ,,grab" call, should push off the hips of the blocker being grabbed and give ground to pick up

the looping rusher.
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P as s Te aching P r o gr e s sion

General Information

1. Always use two men working together.

2. Teach the four phases in reverse order.

3. Show each player the ideal position (set and fit) for pass protection.

A. Fit Position (First Phase)

,, Position the defender in pass rush position and have the offensive blocker "fit " into him (Photo

A).

2. Offensive blocker:

(a) Head is back with shoulders squ.ue.

(b)Hips are down with the knees bent.

(c) Back is straight.

(d)Feet are shoulder width apart with the toes pointing straight ahead. The inside foot is always

up.

(e) The heels of the palm are placed on the bottom of the defender/s breast plate.

(0 The elbows are locked with the arms extended.

|

Photo A
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C.

Pressure (Second Phase)

1. From the fit position, the defender will move in either direction.

Z. The blocker will slide and apply pressure with the arm in the direction the defender is moving'

(a) The blocker must not allow the opposite arm to become lazy and lose contact with the

defender;

3. Keep the inside foot up and move the opposite foo,t accordingly to maintain a good base'

Pop (Third Phase) '.

1. The blocker will be in a "set" position.

2. As the defender approaches, the blocker will thrust ot "pop" his arms up and through the

defender.

3. Contact is made with the heel of the palms to control and stop the charge of the defender'

(a) The coach should look for the defender's shoulders to snaP backwards'

4. From this position, the pressure drill can be added'

5. The pop phase can be emphasized by placing the blockers on their knees and only working the

arm thrust.

D. Full Go (Fourth Phase)

1. The offensive blocker will start from a three-point stance.

2. The defender will rush from a three-point stance'

3.AlltheteachingphasesofpassprotectionarecombinedGhotoAandB).

PhOto A
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CONCLUSION

The fundamentals and techniques of offensive line play, as well as the physical and mental attributes

necessary for success have been discussed. The author would now like to provide the reader with some

final thoughts on the correct thought process that an offensive lineman should employ in order to effec-

tively execute his techniques and carry out his assignments.

Effective line play begins in the huddle. Upon hearing the play called by the quarterback, the lineman

should put the previous play out of his mind and concentrate only on the play being called. He should

begin to concentrate on the most important part of his assignment. The quarterback will normally give 4

the formation, which will determine the offensive alignment. He will then give the play-this relates to

the point of attack, blocking rule, and type of technique to be used.'Finally, the quarterback will inform

his teammates of the snap count. This tells the offensive team when the ball will be put into play. The

lineman must keep the snap count continually in mind. If he is slow coming off the ball or uncertain

about anything, he will most assuredly fail to execute his assignment. It is impossible for him to be .

aggressive when he is uncertain.

As the quarterback prepares to break the huddle, the lineman must visualize the possible defenses,

adjustments, and the calls he may have to make at the line. Upon breaking the huddle, the lineman must

immediately key the defensive alignment, focusing his eyes on the defenders' alignment and relate his

blocking rule to the defense. At the line of scrimmage, he must adjust his split according to the play and

block to be used. The lineman must assume a balanced stance, mentally shifting his weight accordingly

for an explosive start. He must concentrate on the snap count, the proper execution of his block, and a

great deal of second effort'

As the lineman retums to the huddle after the play has been run, he must use this time wisely and to

his advantage. He should review the alignment and technique used by the defender he blocked. In this

way, he can evaluate and correct any mistakes he made so as not to repeat the error'

Intelligent, aggressive line play is vital to the success of a great offensive football team. Each and every
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I li.,e*an should think that the team's success is dependent upon his abilify to stop the man across from

, him. The is accomplished by film study and hard work on the practice field. No detail should be over-
I

, looked, regardless of how minute it may seem on the surface. Each lineman should have his own indi-
l' vidual game plan for his opponent. When formulating his attack, he should ask himself some questions

*,e.

about his opponent. They are as follows:

L. Is he a "reader" who flexes off the line and reacts?

2. Is he a "penetrator" who charge,s recklessly?

3. Does he favor predetermined moves (inside, outside, in then out)?

^ 4. Does he get off the ball quickly?

5. Does he charge low or high?

5. Does he use his hands well?

7. Does he seem to use his right arm and shoulder more than his left?

8. Does his alignment give away stunts or games?

9. Can he step first with either foot?

' 10. Can he be cut?

11. Is he protecting an injury?

12. What are his strengths and weaknesses?

_ (a) speed, reactions, strength, pursuit, and lateral movement

(b) hand position, butt-jerk, swim, or rip

The offensive lineman must have a good understanding of the basic defensive alignments he will face

so that he can recog4ize them immediately. He must anticiPate which alignments, charges, or blitzes are

used with each front in addition to knowing the situations in which they most frequently occur. The

lineman must also know whiclr situations will require a checkoff to another play, as well as the plays that

will be checked to. Based on past experiences and from film review, the best method of approaching each

sihration and defender should be decided upon ahead of time.

―
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A good working knowledge of the defensive strategy and tactics is crucial to the success of the offense.

Each lineman must also have a clear understanding of the total play, the point of attack on a,run, and the

Iaunch point on a pass. It is impossible for the lineman to position himself properly or to anticipate his

man's reaction if he does not have a good understanding of the total play.
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